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DESERTIONS ON THE RISE IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

American officials in Saigon are planning on a war that will 
last from "three to seven years," according.to a February 25 dis- 
patch from Seymour Topping, special correspondent of the New Yor_k 
Times. In addition they are beginning to talk more openly about 
widening the war, p articularly in the direction of Cambodia. 
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Meanwhile in the Uni:ed States, White House and Pentagon 
circles are STepping up intimations that another 200,000 to 400,000 
troops will be required in southeast Asia. Hanson W. Baldwin, mili- 
tary exper-; of the New York Times and one of the Pentagon's well- 
known voices, shifted from his pseudo objective reporting about the 
war in Vietnam to o?en advocacy of a policy of calculated "escala- 
tion." Writing in the February 27 New York Times Magazine, the mili- 
tary pundit declared that "there is, in my opinion, nothing else for 
President Johnson tJ do" except deliberately escalate the war. 

In' his article, entitled "The Case for Escalatiqn," Baldwin 
said: "Given the T-esent situation in Vietnam and our other commit- 
ments throughout -;he world, it is high time -- more than time -- 
that Congress declare a state of national emergency, that there be 
a limited mobilization of reserves, the appropriation of more bil- 
lioris‘forwar, a major incretis‘e jof United States strength in South 
Vietnam; and fn;ensification of.the "oombing of North Vietnam-." ,’ I . . . : ., ,. ,_r,:,:, :, 

This.policyy, it should be no-ted, dovetails neat& wi%:;?ohn- 
son's+February 23 speeoh in which the- president declared that :Qis 
administration would undertake no "blind" escalation. !_ 

2 ~, 
While the clamor-of the warmongers thus, rose in the<:United 

States, and,Johnson moved toward furtherescslation of U.S. involve- 
ment in the'civil warin Vietnam,.a ve~y.i@ormative report from 
Saigon was filed February.23 by Neil Sheehsp,i another special cor- 
respondent of the New York Times. 'About 96,?OQO men deserted from 
the armed forces'of the Sa%gon government last year, he declared. 
Officials in the Ky regime:gaveeven higher figures, said Sheehan, 
but they did not take.into-,account:the. number of deserters who later 
re-enlisted. . ,,- . ,“;i .:I 

.- 

: : 

According to offi.ci&l fig&es'iL3 000 deserted in 4965. Of 
these, 47,000 were"from the:$eguXar arme; forces, 17,OOO'from the 
regiohal forces', and 49,000-from the local militia. 

. . 3 i 

"Desertions from the regular armed forces neari.yydoubled dur- 
ing the' last yea,r," Sheehan"said, ,"reaching-..I_4 pe_r :cent of the 
forces total strength: Desert5ons from the 270,000-man army, which 
forms the great bulk .of the regular armed force,s, showed a gradual 
increase during the year. They ran near 18 2er cent of total strengt 
in December. 

"The' armed forces.discharged .48,000 men for various reasons 
in 1965 and suffered 13,000 killed, 23,000 wounded and 6,000 missing 
in action or captured." 

- : * ,. ,, 
The Ky govern&tit claims.that some 11,000 deserted from "the 

;VZetcong" during 1965,&d came over to the government. .They.offered 
no estimate on the ntiber of Kyi's tro.ops that went, ove?.to the side 
of the freedom' fighters, contending that most of the deserters do 
not follow that course but simply return to their homes,.'go into 
hiding, or drift into the cities looking for jobs. 

h 

Nevertheless Saigon officials estimated that the National 
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Liber'&t.ion Front increased. its' fighting, forces.--from .103,QO(l at. t&e 
beginning of 1965 to 230,000 by the end of December. Of these, about 
20,0.90, "were North Vietnamese regulars who had infiltrated the south 
since;:last' winter."' : .(; -_ 

- ̂ _, : .. 

It would seem difficult to escape the' concl:usion in the light 
of the evidence that a high proportion of deserters from. KY'S fo,rce,s 
find their way to the side of the freedom fighters. . " I I 

_.' The .Saigon :d'ff;i$i%&L's..tiho gave ,:~eehaas8.he~,~Z,,If~_~~es were un-: .,,. 
able .to offer "any reason for the high-rate ofj:-desertions ;,e,F$,ept 'the";, 
"inte,nsification,,of the fighting and a general war weariness that 
has overtaken the country'. ” ai, ‘-c. 

,p ” II ., i -: ! : ,, 
. , .., (‘,I 

A more specific -reason might well be that the big influ%.;of ’ 
American troops is revealing in a still more pitiless light the pup- 
pet nature of, the Ky;regime and the:~3imperialist,~gims o.f the invader. 
If it is:'impossible'-'to avoid‘bighting; many: in Ky,Is army.may ,r,eas,on., 
then.it should-:be done for a\ic'&use that is worthwhile.;_ 

CIA HAND IN GHANA COUP D'ETAm 

.‘. ,. ,, 
The coupd~'dt'at in Ghana;,.that unseated,. Kwame' Nkcumah ,Febru- ‘*, 

ary"24 while,' the Afgican leader. w&s,, on a-; trip to. P$ing and Ha-rt0.i 
seeking' &,,iblk 'as m'ediator in the Vietnamese war:;_m&y;_ well have';been ;; 
inspire'd 'by the Cent%1 Ihtelligence Agent-y. It is h@rd to escape ;: / 

.&jr dthtir conclusion inview of,.the boasts of Khow Amihyiaj, former:J. 
chief of Ghana's intelligence service who waslitiing,ine%ile'in': 
London. 

:. -. 
: ; bihyi& 'itold ‘%I$@ ppe:ss, &,&e day of the .coup !d!6tat, that its 

had 'be& blotted .in Lokidon~ by the "'Ghana RevoJutionary_,,Cduncil in ' 

Exile.. I! .T> '.' ',' 
: 

.,: ' ,' : 

; :, ,, -, , :. 

.! -./ 2 ':' 

lrI& h6ve" beeti $@nning this co,~p for ,'&onths, ” he. said? "but 
it went off ahead of .s'c'hedule, It was not supposed to have taken 
place until August." 

: 

The+roup of plotterslin,,London maintained.contact with other 
plotters in'Accra thr0ugh.a radio relay in *'a European country1," 
From there messages were telephoned to London. 

"Mr. Amihy ia says he was trained by the United States Central 
Intelligence Agency," a,February 24 UP1 dispatch reported. 

_. 

".The overturn, it'is.to be noted.,.caused..little surprise in 
the U;S. State Department. It "was-,greeted with.,,-a:noticeable lack 
of regret by the Administration today," said Richard Eder, Washing- 
toncorrespondent of the New York Times in a February 24 dispatch. 

G. kennen Willi&ms~, 
,-. 

Assistant.Secretary.of State for Africa,. 
at on&c&lled a press:cMm%rence in'whioh he stated:ythat .&he U.SI 



l 

could'have. "good and favor,able relations" with the Ghanaiaq military 
chiefs,:, i .:‘..~ . 1 ‘- ‘y :- 1 ,,,_; : :_ , 

:. ,., 
..’ ,, :,.-, .: ‘. :. ,..,,’ I' 

The State Department explained officially that‘,this was "not 
intended.to imply recognition" of the new regime. But this was said 
only i&order to avoid the conclusion.that Williams' statement had 
been "premature." : 

Unnamed officials in the State Department indicated that re- 
lations with Nkrumah had been '!chilly."r.They pointed to a book re- 
cently published by the Ghanaian 1eBder attacking U.S. imperialism. 

Y -.,. :. .- 
"There was also a tendency," according. to Eder, "to compare .:I, 

the.situation with the overthrow last year of Ahmed Ben Bella of 
Algeria.“': : ., i ,.j, ‘. ,L’ ; c, 

j i _! 
I:’ :I 1, 

! ‘,;- I . . ..- ,, .’ 

'The State De$rtment:posture of waitidg,.a "decent interv&;'Cm!_"i 1 

before recognizing,the mi-litary.takeover may'quic.kly shift. Whwius~ 
Kwame Nkrumah announced Febrtiary.25 in Peking that he. intended.to; .,,-, 
return to Accra, the State Department leaked the news that recogni- 
tion of the plotters may come early in order "to stabilize the situ- 
ation." 

’ 

"With deliberate speed scarcely concealing its pleasure, the 
United States was moving today toward diplomatic recognition of the 
new military 'regime in Ghana," said a special dispatch ,to the New 
York Times from Was'hington February 25. ",The: department had intended 
to le't a discreet diplomatic p;eriod elapse before endorsing the new 
regime. The-"timetable may-now be speeded;up:-:in vie-w of ,Mr. Nkrumah's, 
threat in..Peking today to,,return to.Gha.na soonto reassert his author- 
ity as head;of the -government." ” .: .,. 

In trying to find more fundamental reasons for the ease with 
which Nkrumah fell victim to a'military plot, most observers pointed 
to the megalomania which led him to great excesses such as build- 
ing a cult of his own personality. He had statues erected of himself 
everywhere:, called himself "the Redeemer " and similar extravagant 
terms. Like'many other leadersin underdeveloped countries he was 
also given to 'conspicuous and very costly:d9splays of all kinds. 

"_ He was also intolerant of any political opposition, ran 
everything in dictatorial'styILe and established a one-party system: 
Naturally Nkrumah became the' target .of underground politicax ,opgosi-. 
tion. . " ; : ., ;.. /-. 

.,' : None"of this would have bathered. imperialist: c$rcles; this is 
the normal type. in the~irre't inue. Their::hatred fo,r Nkrumah stemmed 
from,his outspoken opposition to imperialism, from his friendly 
attitude toward the Sovi'et Union :and-,Ghina, the s.ocialistic colora- 
tion he sought to'give-'k;is government,;, and.his: slogan calling for a:~. 
united Africa;; : ‘.‘_: ‘. .;. ,. -j. ,.: ../ ;. Il.,. i 

,;, . f” ‘,. 
: ; : _.; 

Nkrumah tried to woo investments and even asked for f&&&i- 
al_ a~~~:frorn Washing~~*. But the imperialists des@e,d .a .regime that 
offered 'greater future security for investments..Thus Washington's 
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,.. 
. @o,F$$,-h&& ‘3.0’ ~$e~ek__~to~ underm5ne $&ruma;b’s ,govermer)$, a policy ,that 

‘Nkrumah~'greattly facilitated::'tsy.-se$arating himself,more and more. from 
.-.the'.'~bp~ia~e'and their as$k&ations. ._ i 

.;, 1. What was decisive in Nkrumah's standing in Ghana, however, 
-.w~~'..the'~'p~-ic,,e. ,,of 'cocoa. ~~Thfs-&sthe commodity on which the country 
depends for 'mostof -'its ~foreign'exchange. A precipitous jdeclfne in 
,the price of cocoa oti‘the world market t\ras, countered,for a time.by 
government subsidies to the growers. ,-:' ‘. ,- 

Itfinally became no longer economically feasible for the 
goGg*&ent ed &nt$gu& :-this course and in recent speeches Nkrumah 
sounded the call for a retreat and for the need to make "sacrifices." 

,,-. : _ 
.’ In +-he :. 1 ‘dfig ‘run, Nkrumah hoped to get out of Ghana's depen- 

dency on a single crop by diversification, above.all by._develoDing 
.the country's huge potential in aluminum production. This.was the 
,main,'pur@ose.of' the:Volt& dam and of Nkrumah's dealings ,wlC@ the 
Kaiser aluminum interests'. That possibility of'improving the economic 
situation could not be speeded up, however, and Nkrumah.fell. v&ct;m 

.:. 
I. SUKARNO SUCCEEDS,- I% SRLITTING GENERALS 

$.. -. : 

The deep instability of the Indonesian situation received 
dramatic confirmation with Sukarno's success February 21 in removing 
General Nasution from a position of central authority to which even 
Sukarno himself had,been forced to bow since October, 1. .;. .-. , : ,:’ ‘., 

Nasution launched the'.anti-Communist witch-hunt in which,the 
number of victims slaughtered;.according to an admission by Sukarno, 
reached 87,000. Others have $ut%he figure at 350,000. There are 
stories of rivers choked tiith'bodies; the London Economist reported 
400,000 children had been orphaned in the bloody purge. f ,c I. 

It appeared that Nasution was firmly in the saddle; that 
Sukarno was being'retained~as a figurehead; tind that the generals. 
would proceed along the reactionary course they hadbegun,, eventu- 
ally bringing Indonesia fully into the orbit of U.'S imperialism. 

Njono, one:of the top leaders of the ,Indonesian Communist 
party and head of"the country's huge',trade-union,'federation, had 
been placed inthe stellar role in a show:tfial,complete %ith,a false 
confession wrung"from him under duress; In$Bct he'was condemned to 
death by the military court on-the very'same,'day that Sukarno re-. 
'moved General Nasutionand reshuffled his cabinet, strengthening the 
..position of Subandrio,: ._: ;__._ I,’ : 

,, ‘.i . 

Reactionary sec'tbrs /of the students who had spearheaded the 
drive to physically liquidate all the key'figures ih,the Indonesian 
Communist party, staged',demonstrat-ions,' on'behalf of Nasution.' A 



cro@ of,s'ome hundreds marched..on the pres,idential palace February 24, 
but-.instead'of receiving support, from the ,a_rmy, as on previous occs, 
sions, troops fired in their direction, killing -three.'of the particl- 
pants. Some were wounded by bayonets. 

r : -, 
., i ,.. :. ._ -On the f&lowing -day, the. re.act,ionary Indonesian Student Act,+on 

Front 'organi.ze'&':.a.: ".funer,al mar&',f of, some..10,000 particip~nts~ T!e 
dem~n8~~:~ti’on’.‘~~r~~~~terl -the..,.k~ill&:~g of the three .s$udents *:,the ddak 'I':.“ 
before, shouted against Sukarno's "new. Communist cab;ine.t.;" .and;..calJ.ed 
for the reinstatement of General Nasution. 

. . ., i  

. . ..- ; 

'The drmy'did no-t-join:in :the demonstration. 
!; .., 

"kept:machine guns trained on-the, crowd. 
Qi$t~ad, troops,, ;_ 

I. , : : .-: ;_i +.( 

: Suk&rno followed up.by banning the student organization and 
ordering a.,curfew in Djakarta; :. ._ . -. _’ ‘_ -. ‘.I ,-r<:,. .. : i 

‘- It tias clear that th&:Indonesian president had retrieved'sdtie 
'of-his“former authority:and:wasseeking.to establish a new:politictil 
ec$.librium. ,-:. _ 

~ ;. ., 
. .'/ : !. 

Two factors account for this abrupt alteration in the relative 
positions of Nasution and Sukarno. 

The first :is that no:.improvement. of even the,most ephemeral 
kind occurred in the steadily'worseningL~economic' situation in Indo- 
nesia after the generals seized the helm on October 1. Inflation, 
for example, 
living.;, 

has continued t:o,<slash, deeply,.into :the standard of 
: ’ . . :.. ,,,..: : . :\‘; ,j:,, ‘; ,I,. .; 

.. .; ,. .‘.:_ 
i ., 
Rasution and his entourage ,had.:no 'progra&dhat'soeve,r offering 

even a plausible way out. Their' progra&"cons‘isted of 'n-othing ‘au-t the 
gross,est kind .of.~ti;Co~~i.sm,ac.oompanl,ed by a f,earful blood purge. 
There...was nothi,ng~,attractive,'ab'outthis,.Thu,s the generals represen- 
ted only narrowclass force& and f&led toiadvance ,a demagogic plat'- 
form that might 8have:,,@dened-.. thei,r a-$peal~, ;“,.(‘. ,; ,’ . : 

:’ _, 
: 

The second factor was a split &&the' gefierals. This is " 
clearly evident in Nasution's incapacity,to cqunte,r, Sykarno's latest 
moaes.by a military coup d,',ktat, for example;O,Part dfl‘the officer 
caste, for whatever reason?, cooled,off on General 'Nasution e&d,'-.. 
swung behind. Sukarno, enabling him tc'strengthen,his,'had "gdmewhat.' 

Already Swkarno has givenintimations that he would like to 
restore,the Com&@.st:party,,as a counterweight to 'the army; But this 

'..may notbe easy...The party was decimated ,by the purge.'.Those who""~' 
survived are undoubtedly mulling,over th.e lessons, and one“'of:t,he',.: 
lessons .is,not to,de,pend.oa Sukarno. ” 

‘,, .l.\ ‘. ‘!I..: 
, ..” ‘8 

The situation in Indonesia'remains highly'fluid and'Sukarno's 
new lease on life could prove to be quite tempor&ry.'The ultrareac- 
tionary forces are,not exactly out of the running. If. r\Tasution 
proves incapable ofplaying the.role,of military dic,tator; there, i 

are :other candidate.s 'eager to. move -f,orward. _ ._, ;’ ! : : . . . . ; 
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THE DANIEL AND SINYAVSKY TRIAL ,, 
'. '. 

By Pierre Frank 
..:: I’ ‘.. .. :; ‘J’ ‘.. _ . . ^ / : ‘.” ;. 

“The"trfjia1 of- t&two-(Soviet ,writers"Yuii M. ,I?an‘iel (pen name, 
Nikolai Arzhak) and*.Andrei...D. l-Sinyavsky &en .n&&.,,..Abram Terti) land 
the severe sefitences;imposed-on them [fiveatidseven years.at hard .. .-. :i 
labor respectively] have c,reated an internatlonal.scandal..There has 
been widespread denunciation of the fake character of the public 
trial; the way the trial"was reported in-thesoviet press, the atti- 
tude of the Kremlin‘ls hireling "writers" toward.. the trial, etc.. 

,’ : 
Some people have wondered how such a trial could take place, 

how"the Soliri‘et- leaders could commit such:an~I~error~." 

Eveh if the trial.represented an error -in, ju!Qment on the 
part of thesoviet authorities, the error has'shown~that Ei good many 
things have not vanished in the Soviet Union despite the "de-Stalin- 
ization." But we do not believe an "error" occurred; the Soviet 

-'author,ities could.not but know that a tr.ial .of .this kind, anticipated 
and followed everywhere in the wo-rid, would.stir, up protest. One must 
c‘onc.lude, that theyideliberately decided to discegard.the reaction 
abroad.because they needed the trial'for domestic purposes. 

. . 
._ 

The severity of ,the sentences likewise~indicates that the " 
organizers of the trial had'others in -mind besides, the;defendants; 
The fact'they.'had.publfshed material abroad,under pen names was a 
convenient pretext; but:only a pretext. Pasternak w&s harshly de- 
,nounced forpublishing Doctor Zhivago .abroad, as was Yevtushenko.for 
similarly publishing'memories of his childhood. ‘, 

‘. 

The tip-off that it'was a calculated move came on the.eve of 
the trial when the Soviet, authorities gave Valery Tarsis permission 
to leave the country although he, too, had sent writings abroad for 
publication. In contrast to Daniel and Sinyavsky, Tarsis has-strong- 
ly proclaimed his. hostility to the Soviet government.,The argument 
offered,by way, of explanation for-the, favor granted Tarsis wouldbe 
comic if the context were not so scandalous. Tarsis, it seems, is 
notlegally, accountable, sincehe i.s~_~e.n-tally irresponsible. Under 
this pretext he'was confined to a mental hospital,- enabling- him to 
-write Ward 7, a.book inwhich. he reve.als: that someof the opponents 
of the'goverriment are locked,upi.in such institutions .,T&~?s,~s, as his 
book'also' reveals, is a,little~ psychopathic. -- which does not mean 
that he-ought to"be locked'up-. or?that Ward.7 is.,without interest, 
'But the' true explanation for his be,ing permitted to leave .the Soviet 
Uniori"is"th&t the authorities. counted onhis uttering virulent state- 
ment's -abroad that could be-.utilized .in the Sovie,t':Union to st,ill 
further damage the two condemned ,wr,iters-;.and all (those aimed .:at 
t.hrough them, * .,,’ 

I: 
I 

*%r this article was written, 
.,. 

the"pressreported that the Presid- 
ium of the Supreme Soviet had annulled the Soviet citizenship of the 
writer Valery Tarsis, while 'he was :tcaveling.in England, on the 
charge that he had committed:."acts unworthy of a Soviet citizen." 



The use of pennames was s.eized on.~only as a pretext. Why 
then the prosecution, the trial, the heavy sentences? 

The Soviet government cajoles the writers, the artists, assur- 
ing them privileged living standards, but only on condition that 
they, stick-to the "line" laid down for them, that they produce the 
kind of works needed by the government. Some works, if there is need 
for it, will-"denounce, what the government -wants_ de_n,o.unced --- but no 
works .that de$rt from the strict and narrow! - -,TT:_-- cj .;.:::_: ,- ., _ 

.-- ,-., , .\ 

However relations between the intellectuals and theSoviet 
government have deteriorated considerably; the intellectuals are 
coming more and more to evaluate at their true worth the coarse 
bureaucrats at the head of the country,;-they are asking.;mo_re and 
more questions. The ,government wants to give them a severe warning, 
and it did it by brutally hitting those who violated the law by pub- 
lishing material abroad underpen names.and who wrote things that 
reveal the.:hostility of the intellectuals toward,.the bureaucrats in . . . 
power. _.,. .,’ 8 .. 

In this cotiection'.a.few words should be 'said.,about.one of the 
most powerful stoPriesDaniel published outside the,Soviet Union, 
Moscow Calling.* This is far from "socialist realism," the conven- 
tional stuff. Moscow Calling is the tragedy of the Soviet intellec- 
tuals. First of all, they have no real relations, only official rela- 
tions, very superficial ones,, with the masses, the iSoviet workers. 
In this story, the masses appear only in the general form of a crowd 
in the streets. The writers, the artists...live, by themselves with 
theirown problems. On the one .hand, the narratives., they spin about 
personal problems, and the need to 'furnish on command a production 
that corresponds with the requirements of official propaganda, that 
abides by the official canons. After all, it is their way of making 
a.,living. On the other hand, some of them feel with painful acuteness 
t&e problems of the 'society in which they live. This is the subject 
of Moscow Calling. 

: 

In the story, things begin with a decision of the Supreme 
Soviet. "Parallel,Gith the rise in the standard.,of living...and in 

Previously, the Soviet authorities had explained that.in contrast 
to Daniel and Sinyavsky,, Tarsis could not be brought to trial be- 
cause he had been ruled"to be mentally irresponsible. If this argu- 
ment were' true, if,Tarsis could not be held responsible for what he 
did, then the cancellation of his Soviet citizenship could not be 
justified either -- what was called for was medical treatment not 
judicial or administrative punishme.nt; Lack of the slightest logic 
does not embarrass the Soviet authorities; they got rid of ?;SPS+S 

abroad. Displaying ,a;-$athological~anti-Soviet, attitude,.,Tars$s &s-a 
special case among the Soviet intellectuals. But they came.down, 
heavily on Daniel and Sinyavsky, who translated into the particular 
forms of their art the problems posed, not by the Soviet regime, but 
by the,.bureaucratic-,rod. 

*ThisLdoes not apbear tb have been'published in.English, .:at least, in 
book form; The French title is Ici Moscou. .. ‘.,. 



accordance with the wishes of the'to'iling masses," the Sup;S,eme.Soviet 
decrees a "Day of Public Murder." On this day, according tpi:the: de- 
tree, every cit~izen is granted the right, within the rules prescribed 
by the' decree.,,, to_ murder any other citizen he wishes. .The,:al-lusion is 
more than transparent. How many crimes were committed on orders from., 
above, in the name of socialism, and under pretext.of fulf3.lling the- 
wishes and furthering the well-being<of the toiling masses-! 

Daniel, the author, belongs to the- generation that was stunned 
by Khrushchev's report at the twentieth congress. For him it was a 
revelation. In this story, he voices his inner struggle, and also his 
rebellion against today's leaders , yesterday Stalin's valets, who are 
satisfied with an explanation that explains nothing and who live as 
if 'there had been no mcnstrous crimes: 

"DO they imagine that ,afteY having swept their filth onto the 
tomb qf Mustachio they .are' quit? No, no, no. They.deserve something. 
different!" .., .’ 

. 

:He wonders how 'the same 'men:who proved their courage, their 
heroism, during the war‘can now conduct themselves.in such a sickly 
way in face of such enormities. "Since the'Day of Public Murder, this 
was the first time I had heard people talking about these events. Up 
to,then,.each time I mentioned the matter, my interlocutors had 
looked at me in a,queer way and.changed the subject...Now, that's 
over. Now we are going to celebrate the forty-third anniversay of 
the Great Socialist Revolution of October!" -, 

. . 
-.,-And the author 'explaius: "They had been terrorized!' Terror- 

ized they are, in a dif,ferent.way of course than:-in Stalin's time, 
but terrorized thely still are'. Moscow Calling and the trial that 
just took place in Moscow demonstrate that liberalization and demo- 
cratization are not to be confounded. Liberalization has not changed 
things fundamentally. Society must act and think in conformity with 
‘orders from above,. In accordance with these orders the intellectuals 
must produce works that of necessity lack life and art. 

The story by Daniel is not anti-Soviet, but.without the least 
doubt it is very pessimistic:~Implicitly, the author. tends. to turn 
inwardly, away from %his cursed and marvellous c,ountryi" writing 
forhim being a kind of',religion, a kind of opium #that deadens the 
suffering he f.&ls overthings.::Cut off from the~,,X,oviet biasses, who, 
moreover, are r&t yet expressing themselves anywhere, stifled by a 
bureaucracy that claims to s'peak.in the name of,.;socialism, the 
.Soviet intellectuals see no way out. The Russianintellectuals under 
Czarism turned‘towards the West where the bourgeois democracy cf the 
time w&s attractive and the workers movement opened inspiring vistas. 
Today in the field of culture, aside from research on forms, the in- 
tellectuals cannot be genuinely attracted by the rank-smelling demo- 
cracy of the West, and they lack the social base to give stimulus to 
their rebellion. . . 

- 

But despite this the'bureaucracy cannot be,ar:.such writings 
that reveal its true image; No more than in Stalin!s.,time~, will'it 
permititself to, be called by its:right name. The trial of Daniel 
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and Sinyavsky was a warning to the intellectuals not to go beyond 
certain limits. 

However, there are some change-s that must be underlined. The 
defendants pleaded "not guilty." And, as was the case with the poet 
Brodsky a few years ago, there were youth and a few writers (not 
officials like Sholokov and Ehrenburg) who in one way or another 
expressed sympathy with the defendants. Thus not only the critical 
attitude but also the resistance is growing. And it will grow still 
more. 

* * x 

Some of the reactions in the West are not without interest. 
We will leave aside the professional anti-Communists who are elated. 
The most sophisticated bourgeois circles have expressed surprise that 
a regime scoring successes as great as Luna IX should harbor "obscur- 
antism" worthy of "intellectually underdeveloped societies," as ILeMon& __I_ 
put it February 16. At the same time, these circles express a kind of 
satisfaction over Aragon's declaration on the trial [see World Out- 
look February 253, a declaration in which they see a "direct and 
frank" criticism of a decision made by Moscow. 

Certainly the contradiction is enormous, gigantic, between 
the soft landing on the moon -- a product of very high intellectual 
level -- and this trial where the judges, prosecution and witnesses 
are worthy of a court of the Middle Ages. But this has been the fun- 
damental contradiction of Soviet society since Stalin crushed the 
Bolshevik party and workers democracy. The productive forces, freed 
by the October Revolution, have achieved prodigious results in cer- 
tain scientific and technical fields; but the specific conditions 
that brought the bureaucracy to power have simultaneously spawned 
monstrous things. 

The bureaucracy is trying to adapt Soviet society to present- 
day conditions, but it cannot overcome its own limits; it can carry 
out a few small-change operations against its privileges, but it can- 
not abolish them as a whole and it cannot renounce power of its own 
volition. The Daniel and Sinyavsky trial, occurring ten years after 
"Khrushchev's report," shows in the most striking way the limit to 
the reforms within the capacity of the bureaucracy. And, as a con- 
sequence, it proves the historic necessity for the Soviet proletar- 
iat to break through these limits and reestablish workers democracy 
by means of a political revolution. Nowhere in the world, it is 
obvious, will the bourgeoisie reach such a conclusion. A revolution, 
if only a political one and directed against the Soviet bureaucracy, 
is a dangerous example which it neither can nor wishes to visualize. 

* * * 

The officials of a number of Communist parties have condemned 
the trial. The Italian Communist party pointed to a part of the prob- 
lem, pursuant with the line of Togliatti's "testament." According 
to l'Unit$, the trial poses "the vaster problem of relations between 
Soviet society and its intellectuals, between politics and culturt3." 



To, pos:e the:probIem like 'this~narrows ,it, but, actually it is an at- 
tempt:.% ,put. it,-in rather 'general:, t;erms. ~ 

As for Aragon's "direct and frank" criticism -- this is a 
joke. The declaration does not express sincere indignation. .It was 
not an immediate reaction, being issued twenty-four hours after the 
trial so that it could be formulated in agreement with the leader- 
ship of the French Communist party and in terms reflecting their 
immediate political .preoccupations:,.Most of Aragon.ts declaration 
aimed at telling the Mitterands, the Mollets, etc., that the sen- 
tencing of the two writers must not stand in the way of moves for 
an alliance in the, next elections.. I : ., 

.The:.fact that'l'Humanitk featured the ,declaration prominently, 
has'been 'correctly interpreted almost everywhere as a'sign of the ,, ,__ 
evolution of-'the,leadership of the,French Communist:party, a public 
indication that on occasion it will take its distance from the Krem-' 
lini At the same.'time, independently of the rightist objectives which 
the leadership aims at, conditions are maturing that will provide 
openings for, criticism in a different direction. The (opposition 
within the French~Communistparty'must take advantage..of this. But 
nothing would'be worse than to..grant any credit whatsoever to Wal- 
deck Rochet or Aragon. 

.' (. _:. 
The part of the declarationreferring to Aragon himself is 

particularly slimy. Aragon says._;:without saying,it, that the c.on- 
demned writers are "mediocre," just as he says, without saying it, 
that' their writings were, "injurious to t,heinterests of: socialism. " 
He murmurs something'personal about the Soviet law, but he does it 
in-an inaudible'way. The. sentences appear.:to.:him to be primarily a 
blunder, a simple "penalty" would have taken care of things. 

'Aragon promises that in France- there will be no trials of 
this'kind if his party comes to power. .We, don't ask; him to make any, 
such promises because we doubt that hi,s. party, will ever come to 
power. Today it utilizes.the working c.lass. as "small change:' *in 
deals with the left bourgeois.ie. To conquer .power, .th.e working class 
needsa revolutionary party,. not .a party,,of "peaceful roads.."' 

IOn the‘ other hand, 3 we are curious. to know .Arag.on's opinion 
about the measures, taken by his party against the Communist students. 

Naturally Aragon felt no need to say anything about the other 
Moscow'."trials"~ of the period when he ran out, of words howling for 
death to the Bolsheviks murdered..by,Stalin:Aragon's present de- 
clarationdiffers from those he made then due to the difference in 
the situations. (At the time, in its way, the League for the Rights 
of Man approved Stalin's crimes.) But Aragon remains the same; at 
the most, after engaging in street-walking for decades in literary 
and artistic circles,, he now findshimself'a little tired out due 
to age and he wishes to take on only easy and less disagreeable 
chores. ., ,.:’ 

‘. 

not\:the 
Times'have,changed and they,wilP change still more. Rutit is 
Aragons and the other~Stalinistdregs,from whom one.can ex- : 
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pect a frank criticism of the. past and hope for the future.-'No lesson 
can be passed on by those who participated in the "days 'of pub.lic -" ._-. 
murder." 

February 19, 1966 - :. 

._ : ; 
,, .; 

POLISH STUDENTS'HAVE NOT FORGOTTEN M~DZELEWSKI 

._ 

A heavy curtain of silence has been lowered on the fate of 
the men who were condemned in Poland last May and this January for 
being involved in the writing and distributionof a document of 120 
pages, a document constituting a-program, from the little that has 
leaked out about ,it, that was Marxist and antibureaucratic. 5; 

Two young men Jacek Kuron and Karol Modzelewski (who is sakd 
to have played,.an important.role at the University of Warsaw during 
the Polish October of 1956>,., &nd three university teachers, Romuald 
SmieCh;Kasimierz' Badowski and Ludwig Haas, were condemned to long 
prison terms. 'Haas, a member of the Trotskyist Polish organization 
before 1939, was deported at the time of the entry of the Soviet ,, 
troops and held for seventeen years in the Stalinist labor camps. 
Upon finally being released he-again openly proclaimed himself to 
be a Trotskyist upon his-return to'Poland. .. 

But news about these men, who represent'the *future of Poland 
and the."Oommunist movement, neverthelessfinds.its way into,the 
press. Uponreturning. from Poland, Neal Ascherson.wrote-in the Lon- 
don Observer [February“l31: 

"A few weeks ago three university teachers were sentenced to 
three years' imprisonme'nt; they,had<been mixed up with a young,.man:- 
named Karol Modzelewski, a;history-lecturer who was .last summer, ., 
jailed for three and a half years for disseminating papers judged 
prejudicial to the State:; during the .trial he had appeared in court 
in handcuffs. Son of a party hero and himself a keen party member, 
Modzelewski had defied orders and circulated plans -- based on a 
visit to the, Italian Communist Party -- for freer debate within the 
party and for a new economic deal; ,The students have not forgotten 
him, nor his ideas.," 

The legitimate indignation aroused'by the sentencing of 
Daniel and Sinyavsky in Moscow should not be limited to the case of 
these two writers. The Polish revolutionists must also be freed from 
prison! ,.~ : 

, TRIALS TO BE SPEEDED FOR WOMEN:HOSTAGES IN,PERU? 
.:. ,._ 

According to the February 23 Le Monde, Peruvian military 
authorities have decided.to,put the wives of S&X guerrilla ffghters 
on trial. The women prisonerswent on a,.hunger strike demanding a 
speedy trial and definite news about the fate of Guillermo Lobaton. 
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, j :CAN THE SUPER COP SAVE:THE WORLD FOR WALL STREET? 
,_, ., ,' 

By George Novack 

The dispute between the Senate,.and President Johnsori which 
has commanded public attention in recent weeks is only one facet of' 
a more"serious problem of foreign policy confronting the American 

Is U.S. imperialism,,which has, undertaken to police- ruling class; 
anil save the world for'a declining capitalist system, able to carry. 
out that colossal historical assignment successfully? 

Such a question might seem easy,to answer in.yiew of the im- 
mense forces and resources at.the disposal of the richest capitalist 
power equipped with an'overkill nuclear arsenal. Nev,ertheless this 
issue has moved to the,benter'of the official,debate.over Vietnam. 

. 
: This is the first time grave doubts havelbeen widely expres- : 
sed on this matter in high circles since General George C. Marshall 
sketched' out' the general. strate'gy of U.S. foreign policy in a rep,ort 
to the Secretary of War shortly after the close of World War II. 
Marshall then called ,fora massive buildup of military power and 
bases to be deployed in a vast perimeter around the Soviet Union., 

That scheme for;the.,"containme,nt of Communism," extended to 
Asia after the victo'ry of the Chinese revolution in 1949, has been 
carried forward by successive steps in the twenty years sinc:e. The 
Truman Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, the Korean war, the Eisenhower 
Resolution are so many milestones along that road. 

“. ; ‘” ., 

The' diplomatic:concomitant of this ,military strategy has led 
to the signing of "'s.ecurity tre~atie:s " with over forty .countries. 
"The like of 'such commitments, " writes James Reston of the Ne,w York 
'Times from Washington.February 19, “no sovereign ,natioM ever took 
in the history of the world;' 

"Par the United States is c,ommitted to oppose Communist 
aggression all along the periphery of the Communist nations from .' 
the North Ca e 
Turkey (NATO P 

of Norway through the heart of Europe to Greece and 
; along the southern frontier of the Soviet Union in 

the Near and Middle East (The,Eisenhower Resolution); and thence 
.through Southeast Asia.(SEATO) ,to Australia, New,Zealand, the Phil-, 
ippines, Japan and Korea. And if you add,our obligations under,the 
Organization'of American States and our obligations under the;United 
Nations, y ou take'in mostof the rest of the world," said Reston.. :,, 

Secretary of State Rusk asserted in his testimony before the 
Senate Foreign'.RelationsCommittee that to end ."Communist aggression" 
in Vietnam and:.insure a lasting,world peace the United States was 
ready to throw whatever forces were re.quire,d into Southeast Asia.' If 
Washington failed to fulfill its obligations in Vietnam, he said, the 
credibility of U.S. pledges would be grievously impaired and the 
entire structure; of: alliance's would be unsettled. 

., : ,. 

~ii?O>r thfs reason the administration could not compromise with 
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the National Liberation,lFront.or.,yield to Hanoi butwas compelled to _- 
make them surrender, no matter who else was with it and no matter 
how much time, treasure and casualties that might take. 

This "Rusk Doctrine" of unlimited commitment to block the 
expansion of Communism everywhere by'force of arms and without 
allies if necessary is being resisted by other elements of,the rul- ,~ 
ing class represented by the congressional opposition and:their.top. 
military advisers.- They fear that Vietnam is "a baited trap",which ‘-: 
Johnson is blindly falling into by his escalation of military opera- 
tions. 

.General. Gavin and former Ambassador Kennan stressed,in their 
testimony'that ,the decision to 'send 600,000 men into that theater by. 
the end,of.l96?.at the risk of bringing China into the'conflict 
threatens to tilt the'U.S. military position "alarmingly out of bal-- 
ante." It would weaken Washington's capacity to meet its obligations 
in 0.ther -and more vital places. That is'why they counterpose restric- 
ted involvement in Vie.tnam and holding operations leading,toward a 
negotiated settlement to the Pentagon's "open-ended".escalation. 

The issue at stake in the present 'debate,' wrote. the New York 
Times editors February 20, 'Iis not whether the United States is com- 
mitted [in Vietnam], but whether it is overcommitted.' Johnson's 

I 

course 'would mean 6 quantum jump in escalation...a vastly increased 
number of American casualties in an"over-militarization and over- ', 
Americanization of what is essentially,a Vietnamese political con- ." 
flict." ,. 

This warning was followed up next day by a first-page report 
from the Times military expert.Hanson Baldwin that the available 
U.S. combat forces were already "spread dangerously thin in Vietnam 
and elsewhere.' Baldwin quoted a recently retired officer concerned 
with the Army's mobilization base and strategic reserve who observed: 
"we are in a situation of perilous insufficiency" without much capa- 
bility 'of a graduated response to any serious challenge." Baldwin 
months ago urged that a million troops be trained for duty in South- 
east Asia, ( 

The more astute and farsighted strategists of American imper- 
ialism are coming to sense that the incalculable obligations involv- 
ed in leading the internation& combat against the forces of social- 
ist revolution on all fronts may be beyond their capacities..The 
burdens of the.Pax Americana that Rusk swears to. maintain at all 
costs‘may be too great even for the colossus of capitalism t,o sus- 
tain. ,,_ 

. . 
Johnson's procapitalist critics are ,not the only ones who 

can learn from the vulnerability of an overextended imperialism. 
Their' anti-imperialist adversaries can also ,do .so to.the advantage 
of the revolutionary cause. .,“, 

/. 

This point was clearly,made by Fidel Castro in his closing 
speech to the Tricontinental Cqnference recently held in H&vana. The-&e 
he projected a'revolutionary line which would, compel~imperialism to 



disperseits forces 'over many frants.rather .than allow them to-be 
concentratedat a single place as in Vietnam or the Dominican Repub-. 
l#ic today, .. _I, _, _. 

"In Latin America," he said," "there should not,be just one, 
or two, or three peoples struggling alone against imperialism. The 
correlation of forces of,the imperialists on this Continent, the 
proximity'lof.its metropolitan territory, the zeal with which they 
will:.try to defend theirdominions:,in this part of the world, require 
a common strategy on this Continent, more than anywhere else: a com- 
mon and,.simultaneous struggle." _ _,,, 

.I;. 
,./; 

The growing imbalance. which so -worries the::administration ~ 

critic'salso shetishoti'favorable an-opportunity forcounteraction is 
being fumbled-through'the ,failure of the Soviet and- Chinese gopern- 
ments to-combine a&coordinate their efforts against the imperialist 
aggression. 

The mass of Americans, too, are beginning to discern some of 
the adverse consequences that the far-reaching counterrevolutionary 
objectives of U.S. militarismhave in.store for them. The interven- 
tions in Vietnam and the Dominican Republic have already cost the 
United States support from its allies and moral standing in world 
pub,lic opin.ion. In the offing are greaterlosses in American lives 
and reductions 'in living standards through higher prices, more ,. 
taxes' and wage‘ "restraints. ‘1-S Hovering,.b:ver all is the terrible in- 
securitygenerated by fear of war withchina and a nuclear showdown. 

The issue now up for decision before the nation and the world 
is whetherJohnson and the Pentagon can be made to draw back before 
it is too 'late. 

1 

THE SITUATION REMAINS TENSE IN SANTO DOMINGO ,_' 
, i 

! : ,,‘:. 

The situation'remains tense:in;Santo Domingo although a gen- 
-era1 strike came to 3an,end February 16 -after aseven-day action 1 
that shut. down virtually all industry-in the island's capital.: ,. ‘i -’ 

'The strike wascalled.,,off'by union leaders when President ” 
Garcia Godoy announced that he, would enforce.the.government plan 
requiring leaders of both the left and the right to go into "volun- 
tary" exi1.e. In the radio speech in:which he made the announcement 
he also appealed ~for a -return::to work and said that-workers who did 
'not return.' would be' i,aid- 'off-. ’ 1, 

: ., ,. ‘: .: ’ 

The general strike had been called because the re&tion$y' 
rightist leaders had postponed leaving for abroad. Prominent leftist 
leaders 'dep'arted, as soon as,the plan w.as announced. 

: 

Th,,e.'government' scheme 'wa$I,,cooked up, primarily in. an .&fort:,to 
further weaken the revolutionary~forces ,in the Dominican R!epublic.. 
The capacity of the workers to stage a general strike for a strictly 
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political demand shows, however, a. considerable advance in political 
understanding among the masses; and the net result of Garcia Godoy's 
clever plan, which was undoubtedly backed if not inspired by the 
American forces occupying the island, may have opposite results than 
those .-intended. 

Dominican business circles,.'frightened by what the general 
strike revealed, sent a telegram to President Johnson demanding an. 
"immediate inquiry." They said that the Dominican Republic is on 
"the brink of Communism." 

The ultrareactionary generals at the head of the Dominican 
armed forces, who.are seeking with the help of Washington to pre- 
serve the heritage 'of the Trujillo .dictatorship, expressed anger: 
over'the concession made'by Garcia Godoy to the strikers. The,Domin- 
ican president, they said in a communique, had "broken hispromises" 
to them. 

GIANT DEMONSTRATION IN ATEENS i_' 

The'Greek people,-may be flexing their muscles for another 
round with the hated monarchy.+.judging from the_:tyrnout in Athens 
February 16 to greet former-Premier Papandreou;.It-.was estimated to 
be the largest popular demonstrationyet seen ,in the-city,-- some 
500,000 pouring into the streets. 

” The demonstration:was organized by the United Center with the 
active support of the Communist EDA [United Democratic Left]. The- 
slogans shouted by the crowd included, "Papandreou! fl "Elections!" 
"Democracy! " 

The scene ?=eminded observers o- f the cz:isis last summer when 
the king dismissed Papandreou. The crowds that then jammed the 
streets demonstrated their readiness again and again to sweep out 
the monarchy. Butthe revolutionary energy‘of the masses was slowly 
dissipated.through t'he,common policy of Papandre,ou and .the EDA lead- 
ers in centering action in parliament and playing down street demon- 
strations to the utmost. Eventually the reactionary supporters of 
the king managed'to win a slim majority in .parliament with the aid 
of sectors of Papandreou's forces that went ,over to the monarchy. 

The government 'press dismissed the ,February 16 demonstration. 
as revealing ""'little en%husiasm. " Court circles indicated,that no 
change would be made in the regime's course. Most certainly no con- 
cession would be granted to the popular demand for immediate elec- 
tions'; (' / 

:i 

The leftist press hailed the appearanc,e of the giant crowd, 
which exceeded all their expectations. The center newspaper Vima 
said, "A popular mobilization without precedent." And Afghi, the ___I_ 
EDA newspaper, said, "The people have spoken,." 
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EULOGIO SANCHEZ THREATENED WITH;:DEATH 
,, .-. . 

. ,: ,,- c .;. ..1 ,. ” .y- ‘; ‘- . 

‘. 'La Espiga [ear~ofcor&or whe.atl; -:the!newspaper; of the Under_ 
ground Committee of th~.!-F~:~ri~Worke~~s UnSonin La Paz3 has published 
a report it received that gunmen of the Bolivian military dictator- 
ship have been gi,~ven,orders to assassinate Eulogio S&nchez‘Tolava. 

,, \_2 ; ” : ,‘.j .- . , ,. :. !. .: j _ ~ . 1 ., j 

A very popular leader o!f;the~~~i_csn~.~'~Qnc.hez, isalso. a promin- 
ent Bolivian Trotskyist leader.' During: the,,final d;l-ys ofTthe Paz, ,, 

Estenssoro_,regime, he was arrested an&:~s~'&jected to torture. 
,. ,!i, :/: ,--. .; 

The. January 31 issue of Lucha Obrera, organ of the. Partido !', 
Obrero, Revolucionario, declares: "The flour workers and members of 
the POR,,warn~~Castillo, D&vila,, !l%rrez and the&r circle that we will 
punish any":attack on Comrade S&nchez and return blow. for blow.,!i.:Down 
with the ‘assassins in the pay 'of: the military boo;t! ' ,( 

j 'DEMAND RELEASE OF ISAAC CAMACHO, :;, !. <’ ‘. -_ . 
.< ,: . ~ /, : 

The January'31- issue of Lucha Obrera,-:the',drgan of the Par- 
tido Obrero Revolucionario, reports that Isaac Camacho, a leading 
Bolivian Trotskyist, is still being held by the Barrientos military 
dictatorship as;:a political prisoner. 

’ : 

He has been transferred from the jungles'of Madidi to the 
jail at San Pedro, ,_ 

,’ 

The"POR has“l&unched a campaign for his release. The immedi-: 
ate goal is to secure declarations from all the parties of. tbe:.&f$.,, 
in Bolivia demanding freedom for Isaac Camacho and an end to the 
savage persecution. of the Bolivian Trotskyist leaders. 

.I : ” j 
: 

PURGES OF THIRPIES CITED IN SINYAVSKY-DANIEL TRI& 
.I.. 

Larissa Daniel; Ithe wife of Yuli Daniel, t,he Soviet writer 
cond&i!ir&d,to five years at hard labor for.publishing fiction abroad, 
grari~e~',ah'ex~lusive inte~rview to Agence France Press after visiting 
her h&b&&February 14. :< 

,, ” ; 

She said that Andrei Sinyavsky, condemned to seven years at hard 
labor for the same "crime, " had been visited by his wife the same 
day. The men were being'held in 'separate cells at,+he Lefortovo 
prison awaiting transfer to the Mordovia labor camp on the Volga 

. south of .G"r,ky~;>., ;. ‘,. i ,. 1 : 
,/‘,( 

&sI. 'Daniel sat in the trial for f&p' days'& was therefore 
in 'positionto' indicate 'some of the things that. occurred in-,the 'sup- 
posedly "public " trial that was held behind closed doors. 
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Constantine Paustovsky, one of the best-known and most re- 
spected writers in the Soviet Union, had sent a letter to Sinyavsky's 
attorney, she said. The 64-year-old writer took a strong stand in the 
letter in favor of the two defendants and against the trial. However, 
said Mrs.. Daniel, the court did not read the letter aloud as part of 
the record.: ., 

Paustovsky wrote that he saw nothing "anti-Soviet" in the 
works published abroad under the pen names of "Tertz" and "Arzhak." 
From an artistic point of view, he did not care for them, he. added, 
but theirpublication was a matter of personal conscience and to 
place the two authors on trial on criminal charges was a grave affair 
that would tend to injure the prestige of the Soviet Union. 

In his own defense Yuli Daniel stressed,:, according to his wife, 
that the "slanders'" of Soviet society which the prosecution saw in 
Moscow Calling in particular, were basically a psychologic,al analy- 
sis of the period of the cult of the personality of Stalin. 

Daniel cited a long list of writers and artists who disappeared 
in the vast Stalitiist purges. He told his judges that it was to avoid 
something like that occurring again that he had sent his writings 
abroad. He, also accused two delegates of the Writers Union of tearing 
quotations,‘out of context in order to.destroy him. 

>,’ : 
,’ : ; : ‘.. 

; 

SINYAVSKY-DANIEL WITNESS FACES. PROSECUTION 
/ 

One of the witnesses in the Sinyavsky-Danie.1 trial, identi- 
fied by the .Associated Press [February 173 as a “Mr. Golumshtok," . 
may be placed on trial hi'mself. 

~,,I 

During his testimony, he admitted that he had read the works 
which the two writers had published abroad under pen names. A 
"friend, ” he said, had obtained the books for him. 

Although he was threatetied with punishment for his recalci- 
trance, he refused to identify the friend. 

In accordance with legislation maintained by the Stalinist 
bureaucracy to preserve its privileged position in Soviet society, 
Golumshtok can be sentenced to a labor camp for six months',br fined 
fifty rubles [$551 for his crime of reading forbidden literature. 

NIGERIAN POLICE USE TEAR GAS ON STRIKERS 

The Nigerian police used tear-gas grenades February 18 to dis- 
perse several hundred,clothing.workers on strike in a Lagos suburb. 
The workers', who are demanding a pay increase,. said they would ccn- 
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tinue their.strikedespite'the police..violence. , 

The incident was the first of its kind since the recent mili- 
tary'eoup. Great expectations were aroused among the populace by the 
overturn'of the old regime:whichrwas ,thoroughly hated because of its 
&andalous corruption, incompetence, .and antilabor policies., 

-, , . 

-General Aguiyi Ironsi, iho.heads the new government, ,has api : 

pealed for "patience" in face of-the widespread hopes for an early :.' 
rise in the standard of living. 

.(.. LIp(E HUNTING FOR AN .H-BOMB IN SPAIN.> ’ ” Ii’ 
’ \!’ 
1. 

The old analogy has,been modernized. It's. no longer like hunt- 
ing for a needle in a.haystack; it's like. hunting. for: an H-bomb in 
Spain. This is the conclusion that emerges from the latest 'reports' 
about the‘.search for the H-bomb, one. of four that fell..from a B-52 
after the bomber? collided with a tanker plane over the'peninsuia. 

: : 

All fishing in the Medite,rranean has 'be.en banned by the Span! 
ish authorities for an area extending ten milesoffshore from Palo- . 
mares. This would -indicate that the two Ame,sic,an pocket submarines 
are still -combing the:..mud and _d:e,bris ,on.the; ocean b.ottom. . i \' ._,: ., ;- ': 

.The+ !ban ~213, '&rodably -&t-‘hfect .:,l&&‘.‘l&& .fishing industry 
in view of the fact that it has been virtually imp6ssible to sell'- 
fish from the area since the news first spread about the accident: ’ 

The Ame.ricans .have also intensified their activities ashore 
in a continuing effort to lotier! the Wvel'of radioactivity'in the 
area where one of the H-bombs cracked its casing upon landing, 
diffusing the, deadly plut.onium trigger. The troops are pulling up 
tomato plants and dumping, them, stakes. and all, ina crusher. How 
the .mash is finally disposed of has hot been reported in' the press. : ._ 

After harvesting the tomato.es‘in this-:-thoroughgoing .wayj the 
ground is plowed. The next step is to drench*the.netily upturned 
soil with water hauled in tanker trucks equipped .with sprinklers. 

The most‘instructive le.sson in all this is the. amount of work 
required to rid even .a small,area of radioactive contamination. Per- 
haps that American general was ,not boasting-when .he said that,the 
United States now has a stockpile of nuclear weapons 'of such,size . . 
and deadliness that the entire population of the Soviet Union could 
be wiped out by merely dumping the contents over Russia, without 
exploding a single b&b! ’ 

: ‘. &. 
: ,,. ‘.. 

, , I. ;’ ; 7, -; 
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AMERICAN SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR VIETNAMESE GUERRILLAS 
~' 

,.: 
Following a-three-week visit to South Vietnam, Mel Barisic, 

vide-president of,the National Maritime Union; the largest of the. 
U.S. organizations covering merchant seamen, reported that fort-y per 
centof all .the l?X_supplies [consumer goods intended for the armed 
forcesand'their families] wind up in the hands of the guerr-i,fla 
fighters. 

Barisic, according to the February 17 New York Times, made 
clear that these figures did not apply to military cargo such as am- 
munition. This is handled by, the American military authorities at 
installations operated by the armed forces. Much of the PX supplies, 
in contrast, are stored in sheds or in the open. 

: 
The union official sugge.sted that tamper-proof steel contain- 

ers should be used to cut hewn on the pilfer'age. 
> ! 

.dZ :’ 

The sympathies of this typical American union bureaucrat ‘1,,‘-’ 
clearly lie on the side of Johnson's war policy. In fact he appears, 
like so many of his kind, to be trying to outdo the most reactionary 
business circles in patriotic fervor. 

It is also clear from his report, however, that in Saigon and 
the other ports used by the U.S. in south Vietnam the sympathies of 
the population are so strongly on the side of the freedom fighters 
that they are willing to risk a great deal to,help send them sup- 
plies. 

HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION HAS NO QUARREL WITH VIETNAMESE .- _~ 
~ 

I, 
’ The standing ofi Cassius Clay, world's heavyweight boxing 

ch$mpi'on,'hit a new low among boxing officials and Johnson admin- ‘. 
istration fight fans, while reaching a new high among Americans 
opposed to the war in Vietnam, when he refused to back down on his 
objedtfon'to being given a. 1-A draft classification that would make 
it possible to induct him into the army. 

j. 
: 

When told: ab,out his new draft status, .the famed fighter said, 
"1'm.a member of,,the- Black Muslims and we don't go to .wars unless 
they,are' declared by Allah himself-....I-don't have no personal 
quarrel with those Deteong." 

-* 

Boxing officials in Illinois tried to get him to apologize 
February 25 for his "unpatriotic remarks." Clay turned them down, 
saying, "Im not here to make a showdown plea or apologize, the way 
the press said I would." 

Attorney General William C. Clark thereupon stated that 
Clay's next bout, scheduled to be held in Chicago March 29, would. 
be "illegal" under the circumstances. 



r. CASTRO'S INTERVENTION IN THE GUATEMALAN DISPUTE 
., i 

:/By Liyio Maitan 

j Fidel .iastro's closing speech at the Tricontinental Conferen&e 
has drawn theattentionof workers &rid revolutionistson an,interna- 
tional ‘scale,to,the difficulties and divisions experienced by the 
guerrilla~~msvement:in Guatemala now for some time?' Moreover,'the 
Cuban leader;-,in repeating, .at least in part, .what others,wrote,(l) 
deemed it advisable to,employ violent terms against the Fourth Inter- 
national, which he holds responsible for having led Comandante,Yon 
Sosa and his for,ces astray. 

Unfortunately,, we are.not able to check up on, all the details 
that'should be considered. 'It is difficult, for-example,'to estimate 
the exactde-gree. to which the guerrilla forces .have become rooted at 
this stage , particularly .with respect to .the various fronts, and 
movements. We' are likewise .unable to ascert,ain.the f,ac%s about sudh 
episodes' as the Galv&n affair, mentioned in-a :document by Luis A. 
Turcios, and the story about the businessman, t\rho, .according to 
Cas,tro;was pu-t in charge 0.f the "political s.ide" of the MR-13 CNovem- 
ber 13 Movement.l_(2). Nevertheless, these gaps,.however regrettable, 
cannot prevent us from stating where we stand'on a whole series of 
burning questions. 

.It goes without saying that we feel.under,no obligation to 
reply in this article to the arguments concerning our allege'd char- 
acteristic' of being "agents of imperialism" -- we have already re- 
plied to Castro,on this.(g) We:,shall limit ourselves, by way of be- 
ginning, to stressing the ,following three points: 

;. 

(1) Fidel deliberately made amalgams; in particular, with 
respect to Guatemala, he made out that .he was in ignorance of the 

(1) Besides the documents of -theznist PGT.[Partido Guatemalteca- 
de1 Trabajo -- Guatemalan Labor party] and the declarations of Luis 
A:Turcios, we have in'mind the article by A..TzuL which appeared in 
the International Review of the Communist parties (April%1965 Italian 

.-edition) where the 'differences are attributed to the influence of 
"Tro.tskyist provocdteurs. ""Also see the,December 1964 issue of the' 

~ same publidation. _' 

,.(2) According to.Turcios, Galvhn,. after being arrested, "was freed' 
by the Guatemalandictatorship..,."' For our part; we likewis'e'recall 
that the PGT leader.Carlos.Alvarado ,Jeres was freed.in 1964. (See 
the article by Tzul in the,Septemb,er 1964 issue of the Tnternational 
Review of.ths :Communistljh&rties.) Galvan, a member, of the ,Posadista 
tendency 7-'if it is actually the same person L- left the Fourth: 
International in#l961. As for .the,.businessman mentioned,by Castro, 
the leadership of the Fourth International know? nothing,about him. 

(3) See the 'Open Letter to Comandante Fidel Castro" sent by the 
United Secretariat o.f the..Foyrth~,International Gin World Outlook 
February 181, and..the" st'atementti made by the organs of the,,various 
sections, 

,a 
‘,’ 
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fact that the Posadas group has nothing to do with the Fourth Inter- 
national. However, Luis A. Turcios wrote in a document that Fidel 
certainly is aware of(4) that in Mexico -- the country where the 
"Trotskyists" involved in the Guatemalan affair came from -- "two 
Trotskyist groups,exist that do not want to have anything to do with 
each other: the Liga Obrera Marxista fMarxi,st Workers League] and 
the Partido Obrero Revolucionario [Revolutionary Workers Party]. The 
Trotskyists of the'l'lR-13 belong to the second group." It is thus 
natural to conclude that all the main protagonists in the polemic- ,: 
know the truth perfectly well and are aware of the completely antag-. 
onistic position of the Fourth International with respect to the 
Posadista grouping. Everything is crammed into the same sack for 
factional purposes and in the interest of ideological terrorism. 

(2) By engaging directly and completely in the polemic in the 
way he did, Fidel-is responsible for utterly distorting a political 
debate which is without the least doubt of capital importance and 
of substituting a witch-hunt in the classical Stalinist style for 
a theoretical and political confrontation based on living experi- 
ence. This attitude is all the more reprehensible since it is a 
question of men fighting, arms in hand, and who, because of that 
fact alone, have the right to expect solidarity without reservation 
from every revolutionist, a solidarity that does not mean withhold- 
ing all political criticism, but which does mean that criticism must 
be aimed at helping, and not destroying them. 

“- (3) The arbitrariness of the attempt to convert the Trotsky- 
ists into scapegoats for all the difficulties of the Guatemalan 
movement can be ascertained-from certain statements made by Turcios 
himself. He explicitly admits that the divisions existed before the 
alleged "Trotskyists" intervened in the situation. 

But let us turn to more substantial questions. 

Luis Turcios' Criticism 

Luis A. Turcios, who was the, second in command in the MR-13 
before breaking with Yon Sosa', has played a role of,prime importance 
in the 'whdle affair and wasrecognized by the Tricontinental Confer- 
ence as the head of the Guatemalandelegation. He declared where he 
stands particularly in his letter of resignation from the m-13, and 
it is.restated more briefly in the interview published in January of 
this year in the Cubanpress. It is to .be noted that while repeating 
the old ,arguments against Trotskyism and its alleged failure, Tur- 
cios, at lea-st in these two documents, keeps the polemic essentially 
on a: political level. Fundam,entally he accuses Yon Sosa of having 
permitted his movement to fall under the political influence of a 
cell of Trotskyists who came from Mexico and'whose activities. 
methods and concepts made any collaboration impossible. Among other 
things, he states that his signature was arbitrarily affixed to the 

shall refer to again; i.e.,?urcios' let- 
ter of resignation from the MR-13, published in the No. 13 (1965) 
issue of Correo de Guatemala which is printed in Havana. .. 
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Declaracibn de la Sierra de las Minas which was published in Revolu- 
ci6n Socialista, the organ of the MR-130 
. 

‘b&t us note .that if itis true that adherents,of the Mexican 
Posadista POR [Partido Obrero Revolucionariol did collaborate with 
the MR-13, it is difficult to be'lieve that members of.an organiza-, 
tion whose 'influence$ according to Turcios himself, is .inffnitesimal 
in their'own country*dould impose.themselves on a movement in.anofher 
country'that is unquestionably rooted among the masses. Analysis of 
a series of documents points to the conclusion that the Posadistas 
quite probably participated,in publishing some issues of Revoluci6n 
Socialista; but this could not possibly have occurred,if the MEI- ., 
itseif did not have.a certain line, if only an approximate one, 
opposing in particular the 'opportunism and ambiguities of the PGT. 
Getting down to cases, what are Luis Turcios' criticisms?.@ssentialT 
ly they are as follows: 

The Trotskyists interpret the situation in Guatemala in a 
subjective way, ignoring the.necessity for a prolonged war and talk- 
ing about a general insurrection in the near future, thus risking 
fostering adventurist actions and useless massacres. They are'op- . 
posed to preparing and organizing a genuine people's war, and.they 
follow the "international line of Trotskyism oriented toward an 
urban insurrection, by means of special committees, as the form of 
gaining power in no matter what country and under no matter what 
conditions." They idealize mass action and-underestimate the need to 
create 'a revolutionary army; without which.the mass movement is .in- 
evitably crushed. They launch ,slogans without taking into,.account 
specific situations. For example, they agitate for the bullding of 
special mass co.mmittees, forgetting that it is impossible to build 
them unless you confine yourself to legal activities, They act in 
such a way as to make unity impossible and they exaggerate the 
leadership role of the ,ER-13 by deliberately ignoring the role of 
other leaderships, in the Guatemalan guerrilla movement. 

Similar arguments are ,advanced in another document quite 
likely written ,in collaboration with Turcios; namely, a declaration 
of the Provisional Center of the Revolutionary Leadership, which 
criticizes'in particular the tendency '"to attribute a socialist 
character to every mass movement" and to exaggerate the level of" 
socialist consciousne,ss achieved by the masses;(5). ” 

: 

l-k repeat once more: when Turcios and his friends talk about 
.Trotskyism, .they systematically mix-,up the,Trotskyist..movement, 
organized inits overwhelming majority in the Fourth International, 
and the tendency represented by the small Posadista grouping. While 
it is evident to us that the documents of the MR-13 are influenced 
by Posadista:ideas, it is difficult to draw a clear line between 
these documents and other documents where this influence is not 
manifest. Therefore we can form a judgment only'on the .’ 
basis of the documents at hand, including the Primera Declaration de 
la Sierra de las Minas, a.May Day.(lg65) appeal, a few issues of 
Revoluci6n Socialista, some interviews with Yon Sosa.and Francisco 

(5) See the previously cited Correo de Guatemala. 
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Amado. 

There is no doubt that some of Turcios' criticisms .are quite 
pertinent. Moreover they correspond, by and large, to the criticisms 
developed by the lea-dership of the Fourth International itself.in 
the polemics of 1960-62. In the documents attributed to the Pm-13, 
we recognize in particular a tendency to idealize the masses, and 
their level of socialist consciousness, a sometimes, grotesque.exag-, 
geration of objective situations, a highly simplistic concept .of 
the revolutionary process in the world, a methodology that consists 
of always assembling all the slogans, p utting them all in the same 
sack and forgetting or minimizing the questions of perspective and 
rhythm, a tendency to grossly deform reality through the subjective 
methods of tendentious propaganda. For example, in the Hay Day ap- 
peal, we read that "the revolution in the capitalist countries is 
developing in a constant and indefatigable intermittent struggle of 
the European proletariat," that "there is preoccupation, there is 
constant political life among the North American masses" and that 
."the proletariat has begun strike actions that reveal its decision 
as a class to face Yankee,imperialism," that "there is a world.anti- 
capitalist revolution constantly on the rise." Anyone who knows the 
analytical documents of our movement can see that insofar as one.can 
speak of 'Trotskyism here, it is a parody of the real thing. 

i ; 

In the same May Day document, we encounter in addition an-. 
other characteristic .expression'of. Posadism; namely> the ,curLous 
concept of atomic war equating "to the world revolution, tumultuous 
and uncontainable.:"' Permit us to recall that the "theoretical-" 
lucubrations o,f Posadas on nuclear war were at the center of,the 
polemic accompanying his departure 'from,Cour movement.(6) 

With'regard to the situation dealing more closely with 
Guatemala, while'it is difficult for us to offer an accurate judg- 
ment on the basis of incomplete evidence; in our opinion the per- 
spective of a generalized guerrilla war, p easant militia and organs 
of dual power on a national scale "macana -- en un torte plazo" 
["tomorrow -- in a short time'] is correctly criticized as fanci- 
ful(7) and thatcertain appeals to the workers and students -- for 
example, in the declaration of the Sierra de las PEnas -- disregard 
the rehl situation. In the best of cases, at least in the documents, 
propagandistic formulas are erroneously placed on the same level as 
immediate slogans. It is difficult to say whether this is due to the 
Guatemalan authors or whether it represents the intrusion of Posa- 
dista fantasies.' Finally, forexamples of a platform in which every- 
thing is placed on the same level;,certain passages could be cited 
'from the May Day appeal or the document celebrating the fifth annl- 

(6) Nevertheless the Guatemalan documents do not contain the wildest 
formulations of Posadas calling for preventive nuclear war by the 
USSR. 

(7) See-.the May Day appeal, previously cited. 
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versary of November 13.(8) 

A word on the methods,used in the dispute. We have long known 
the-methods employed by the leaders of the Communist parties when. 
they discover the presence of "Trotskyists,' whether it is a ques- 
tion of real or imaginary Trotskyists. The PGT has continued to 
employ the classic epithets,against Trotskyism and we cannot take 
their word for it when they profess to uphold:unity..Nevertheless 
with regard-to the Posadistas;' 'it is true that-they: are given to, 
sectarian methods and rabid factionalism and even resort to outright 
swindles.(g) In addition, we consider it more generally to be wrong. 
for a quite small team, coming from- the outside, to attempt by arti- 
ficial means to impose' almost all their ideas and slogans on a new 
'movement that is developing, in a difficult and contradictory situa- 
tion-on the basis of its own.experiences. 

The- Concepts of the MR-13 and thel,PGT. .. 
: ,. 

All this having been said, we must turn to the heart of'the :. 

differences. Independently of the role of this or that figure,,of ;. 
the intervention of a few Posadistas, etc., the divisions in the 
Guatemalan movement are determined by the exis.tence of different 
concepts on the capital'question of the nature,of the revolution in 
Guatemala and its motor forces. On this the concepts of Comandante 
Yon Sosa'and his team are opposed to the concepts of the PGT. Tur- 
cios, it appears, does not identify himself with either side.(lO) 

The line of the YiR-13 is stated in a series of documents and 
swnrharized in'the interviews granted by Yon Sosa.; "The MR-13," Yon.. 
Sosa says, "is' convinced that conditions do not exist for a national 
--. 

(8) My reference is the traaslation appearing in the January 9, 1966, 
issue .of Mondo Nuovo,. the weekly of the PSIUP [Italian Socialist 
Party of Proletarian Unity]. In a May 1965 document dealing with the 
American landing in Santo Domingo, we encounter.another slogan that 
iti continually.advanced by the Posadistas in a way devoid of meaning: 
"An unlimited general strike.;" It goes without saying that the slo- 
gan in and of itself is not bad -- we criticize applying it as a, 
caricature. :.. 

(9) The main'swindle,clearly is’ to: continue to proclaim themse,lves 
to be the "Fourth International," e'tc., when they left the .organi.za- 
tion after they saw that the:y would 'never be able to win even ,& 
small sector of the movement to their ideas. 

;., 

(10) In his letter of resignation, Turcios speaks of 'differences 
"the methods of worB" and'the "theoretic,al concepts" of the. 

g!? which would lead one to believe'that he.does,not agree *with 
the'ideas of the PGT on the ,nature of the Guatemalan revolution. 
(We have 'already indicated the axis of his-criticism of "TrotskyT 
ism. “) However,. in,a,declaration made in Havana,January 4, he criti- 
cizes the perspective "of immediately making the socialist revolu- 
tion" and explains that "'it is preferable to make an anti-imperial- 
ist and antifeudal revolution, going‘through the necessary stages 
to create the basis for socialism.' 
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democratic revolution; that is, to have representatives of the work- 
ers and the peasants and the bourgeoisie in the government, because 
you can’t put a cat.and a dog in the same kennel.,.How would such a 
government function. 3 Would there be a,coalition between the workers, 
the peasants and the bourgeoisie?" 

,. 

Co_nsequently the MI?-13 speaks of socialist revolution and a 
workers -arid peasants government. "Independently of the_.fact ,that‘in 
Guatemala you can't find.a national bourgeoisie," Fr-ancis,co Amado. 
Granados declares, “to conceive of such a bloc as an.,,objective-, sig- 
nifies ruling out all the means of revolutionary class struggle 
belonging to the working- class. For example, it means ruling out .a 
revolutionary general strike, the occupation of the plants, the.arm- 
ing of the proletariBt'-- in short those methods that are revolution- 
ary and not peaceful, breaking the above-mentioned bloc. They put 
the proletariat into opposition against the bourgeoisie, against the 
company management, whether they are Guatemalans or foreigners. And 
the ruling out of methods belonging to the working class means to 
limit the extent of the struggle and its effectiveness, it means 
preparing its defeat." 

In another interview, Yon Sosa states that he drew his. coni 
elusions "in fighting, '5n living with the peasants," for whom, in 
addition, "the idea 'of the socialist.revolution is so simple and 
logical that they d&!-&want to listen to those who talk about a 
different road."(U) 

The current concepts of the PGT, which have been explained 
many times in the organs of the internationa.1 Communist movement, 
are summarized in a March 1965 resolution of the Central Committee. 
According to the PGT, "the Guatemalan revolution is, at the present 
stage, popular,,anti-imperialist and agrarian in its content" and 
one can therefore seek an alliance not only between the workers and 
peasants, but also with the middle layers of the petty bourgeoisie 
and the so-called national bourgeoisie. The working class is called 
on to play the leading role, which Will enable it to deepen the con- 
tent of the revolution: "The national democratic revolution and the 
socialist revolution are two distinct, indissolubly united stages, of 
a single revolutionary movement." 

5) The quotations are from Revolucibn Socialista (supplement No.1, 
-. October 196+), and Mondo Nuop (issues of June 6 and June 13) re- 
spectively. These documents do not justify the accusation, made in 
the declaration of the .Provisional Center of Revolutionary Leader- 
ship, previously cited, according to which the socialist character 
of the revolution was deduced solely from a revolutionary rise 
throughout the world and not from a concrete analysis of the .speci- 
fic'national reality. In addition, the authors once again devote 
themselves to an arbitrary extrapolation of the Posadista documents, 
presenting them as documents of the Trotskyist movement, when they 
write: "The Trotskyist schema of the socialist revolution emanating 
from the leadership of the Fcurth International'is a general sieve 
through which they want to force the diverse and multiple reality 
of every country in the world." 
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With all'due deference to the- cultivators of the "new," the , 
"specific" at all costs, and everyone who-:has, joined the cultof 
"national roads," the problems that have brought the Guatemalan ten-- 
dencies and organizations in opposition to each other today were 
posed,' certainly not in identical terms, but in analogous ones just 
the'same, in a series 'of countries in recent decades, beginning with, 
the Chinese revolution of'l925-27. 

It is true that after the capital experiences of the postwar 
period and more particularly wit&regard to Latin America after the 
victory of the Cuban Revolution,, certain questions appeared in a new 
light. First of all; no.one dares to express himself exactly as 
formerly *and even the rightists must pay homage to the revolutionary. 
road if they hope to hold any audience whatever. Thus while talking.:' 
about two stages of the revolution, they at times stress its unin- .iV: 
terrupted character and the necessity for the working class, in ’ 
alliance with the peasantry, to play the leading role.from now on, : 

On the other hand, there are militants who, appealing to the Cuban .I,, 
experience, hold that any possible confused,concept cannot inter-, ..j 
fere with the dynamics of the revolutionary process and that,there. .; 
will always be time forthe necessary rectification provided that a 
real struggle develops. ‘. 

Democratic Revolution or Permanent Revolution? 

In any case‘it .is not'a matter of scholastic quarrels nour- 
ished-by people squabbling over this or that formula in the books; 
In the final analysis the stake is a practical one and behind the 
formulas and nuances are hidden precise po.litical implications. This 
is all the truer in the.case of Guatemala, which ,has.already lived 
through tragic experiences in which certain organizations have neces- 
sarily been judged, and primarily ,on the basis of their past activi- 
ties. I 

Thus, when the question of the PGT comes up, it must not be 
forgotten what the consequences were of its line of democratic rev- 
olution,, which involved collaboration with the national bourgeoisie..: 
in the Arevalo-Arbenz period up to the aggression of 1954. In prac- 
tice the PGT gave up any autonomous role and transformed itself into 
a pillar of the reformist bourgeois government, which at the crucial 
moment capitulated in face of the forces of the imperialists and the 
indigenous reactionaries. It isworth recalling that already in 1952 
the very J.M.Fortuni who writes 'in the. International Re:viel of the 
Communist parties made a self-critical report in which he regre-b-bed. 
amSong other things (that 'the party had n,ot ,"brought out with s=nffi- 
cient clarity and firmness, the le'ading role of the proletariat in 
the -present stage of struggle." The self-crititiism.remained on pap&, 
even in the tragic turn of June 1954. . . 

,,’ ‘. 

ii~ must be recalled again that after 1954, the line of the 
Communist.party for years was aimed at restoring "democracy" in 
Guatemala,; and it was not until 1961 -- under the influence of the 
Cuban Revolution -- 'that a turn toward.armed struggle was oroject.6 
Again, it was necessary to wait two years a-t least beforethis 'was 
translated into practice. Even after the turn, moreover, the line 
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appeared rather eclectic and up until recently was still based on 
legal activities, at least in several regions of the country.(l2) 

The problem of the nature of ths,revolution, as we have al- 
ready indicated, is concretized- around the- question of what social 
classes are participating in the struggle, which ones will continue 
through to the end and which one must play in actuality -- and not 
in the literary proclamations of resolutions -- the leading role. 
Trots-kyism hasnever denied a priori that national-bourgeois layers 
could become associated in an anti-imperialist revolutionary struggle, 
but it has stressed that if the leadership reverts to these layers, 
the struggle will inevitably be slowed down, channelized, detoured, 
and will end in the best of cases in the installation of a neocolo- 
nial regime in which imperialism substantially maintains its grip and 
the masses are robbed of the fruits of their struggle, That is why 
it is absolutely imperative to understand and to make it understood 
what the dynamics of the process must be, to work out a platform 
that leaves no equivocation whatsoever and to assure -- this is 
decisive in the final analysis -- the leadership of the working class 
allied with the poor.peasants. This by no means signifies confounding 
the beginning of a revolution with its final phase, nor launching 
from the beginning slogans that can only become concretized at the 
culmination of an entire revolutionary process. Nor does it mean re- 
placing analysis of concrete situations by subjective interpretations 
and by an absurd idealization of the masses. Thus what is important 
is to grasp the permanent character of the revolution whose deepest 
logic is not only ant'i-imperialist and antifeudal, but also anti- 
capitalist; to bear clearly in mind that under no.condition can the 
possible convergence at‘certain stages with petty-bourgeois and '. 
national bourgeois forces be paid for at the cost of renouncing or 
diluting in any way the 'primary leading role of the proletariat and 
the poor peasants; i.e., the only genuine motor forces surging up' 
from the structures of an economically backward society in the con- 
text of the contemporary world. It must be noted well that the touch- 
stone for a revolutionary leadership resides in its capacity at each 
concrete stage to advance slogans and organize actions that will 
feed the anticapitalist dynamics of the struggle while starting from 
a mobilization for democratic objectives and national liberation. 

'This concept is clearly reflected in a document adopted by 
the Reunification Congress of our movement(l3) which can well be 
be recalled here for the information of those who prefer not to 
judge Trotskyism ,on the basis of arbitrarily chosen sources: 

(12)'See the articles by J.M.Fortuni and Josh Milla in thTDecember y 
1964 issue of the International Review of the Communist parties 
(Italian edition), and the article by Tzul already referred to in 
the April 1965 issue of the same magazine. Tzul speaks particularly, 
about combining the use of legal and illegal forms of struggle. 

(13) This document was previously adopted by the seventh congress 
and thus is not the document alluded to by the declaration of the 
Provisional Center of the Revolutionary Leadership previously cited ’ 

several times. 
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"As in the case of equating the beginning of the colonial rev- 
olution (under bourgeois or petty-bourgeois nationalist leadership) 
with its victorious conclusion under proletarian leadership, any idea 
that this process will occur automatically or ipe_vitably within a cer- 
tain time limitnecessarily leads to a distorted estimate of the actu- 
al relationship'of forces and,replaces scientific analysis by il.lu- 
sions and wishful thinking. It presupposes that the objective process 
will solve by itself a task which can only be solved*in 'struggle- 
through the subjective effort of the vanguard;,i.e. ,.,revolutionary- 
sock-alist conquest of the leadership of the mass movement. Thatthis 
'is possible in the very process of.;the revolution, and in arelative- 
ly,short time, has been adequately demonstrated:.,,in the case:of,Cuba. 
That it is not inevitable, and that without it the revolution,ps 
certain to suffer serious defeats or be limited at best to inconclu- 
sive victories is demonstrated,by much in the recent ,history of other 
Latin-American countries; for instance, ,Bolivia, Argentinarand Guate- 
mala." ("Dynamics of World Revolution," Xnternational Socialis.!?:Re- 
view, Fall 1963, 
original .I) 

p&.117. Also available;,as a pamphlet. [Empha-sji's. in 

-* 
Finally, there is an obvious lesson in the fact that the line 

oriented on a "national liberation, agrarian, patriotic and democra- 
tic, anti-imperialist and antifeudal" revolution, in which the 
national bourgeoisie would also be 'j,interested," was -advocated in 
Cuba by the former,Communist PSP.CPartido Socialista Popular] up 
until 1961, and it was by rejecting this line through audacious rev- 
olutionary practice that the Fidelista leadership assured the social- 
ist victory of the revolution. An analogous lesson can be drawn from 
the fact that absolutely false and opportunist,.ideas on the nature 
of'the revolution as well.as the role of the national bourgeoisie 
greatly facilitated the Brazilian defeat in 1964. The, same can be 
said for Indonesia where the outlook of collaboration with the 
national bourgeoisie, personified by Sukarno, led the,Indonesian 
Communist party -- despite its affirmations about the continuity Of 
the revolutionary processand the leading role of the proletar.iat --- 
to a. defeat even more.. tragic than that in Brazil and to the mas- 
sacre of more than 100,COO~Communists. 

The questions under debate within the Guatemalan movement are 
thus of absolutely vitaltimportance. -That,it is occurring among men 
engaged in guerrilla warfare under the difficul,t conditions imposed 
on-them by the forces of reaction should not be forgotten for an 
instant by those outside the country who are partisans of their 
struggle. It is grievous that Fidel Castro should have to be re- 
minded of this. It'isin the interest of no one on the side of the 
guerrillas to replace reasoned discussion with epithets and. slanders 
and to launch a campaign of real ideological terrorism..That is why 
the way in which Fidel Castro intervened, slanderously and arbi- 
trarily striking at the Fourth International, far from assuring the 
success of the contribution which the leader of the Cuban Revolution 
could unquestionably bring, will inevitably have negative repercus- 
sions and make more difficult the clarification that is required 
-among the Guatemalan vanguard and among Latin-American revolution- 
ists in general. 

February 19, 1966 
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INDIAN TROTSKYISTS LAUNCH NEW MAGAZINE --- 

We have received the first issue of Marxist Outlook, the jour- 
-nal of.the Socialist Workers party, Indian section of the'Fourth In- 
ternational. It is a 44-page, pocket-size magazine with an attractive 
two-color cover. 

The table of contents includes‘notes on important current 
political events in India -- the accession of India's first woman 
prime minister to.power, the ,Tashkent pact, the mass movement against 
hunger and famine started in Kerala, and an appeal for the release 
of political prisoners in India. 

On the international scene, the editors single out two events 
for comment -- the war in Vietnam and the debacle suffered by the- 
Communist party inIndonesia,. In the struggle against the imperial- 
ist aggression in Vietnam, the editors find the antiwar movement in 
the United States particularly encouraging. They appeal for the 
organization of an International Brigade to help the Vietnamese 
freedom fighters. 

Analyzing the defeat in Indonesia, the editors find the prime 
cause to lie in the class-collaboratioYist policy followed by the 
Aidit leadership of the Communist‘party. "Although the pro-Moscow 
CPs have tried to,blame the Chinese strategy for the tragic betrayal 
'0-f the Indonesian revolution," they say, "it is well known that the, 
policy, of class collaboration pursued by the PKI for the last twen- 
ty years, a policy of 'four-class bloc' and subservience to the 
national bourgeo-isie- is basically responsible for the present debacle 
in Indonesia.." 

In~.conclus,ion, Marxist Outlook declares: "Thousands of rank- 
and-file members of the PKI have been offered as sacrifice at the 
altar of the Stalinist strategy of a 'four-class bloc' in 'under- 
developed' Indonesia. The magnitude of the tragedy that has taken 
place is yet to be evaluated properly. It is only to be hoped that 
the CPs in other countries will draw proper lessons from the colossal 
betrayal in Indonesia. That there are not even mass demonstrations 
in other 'Asian countries,in sympathy with the,victims of the Indo- 
nesian counterrevolution, to the greatdelight of world reaction, 
should.be a matter of deep concern for the international working- 
class movement." 

In the first of a series of articles on the subject, Dr. .A.R. 
Desai discusses the public sector in the Indian economy. His point 
of departure is the "very profound and bitter controversy among the 
scholars who are .examining the trend of growth in'the underdeveloped 
countries, where capitalism is not destroyed during the phase of 
securing independence." These scholars, who belong to both the pro- 
Moscow and pro-Peking tendencies, divide the underdeveloped countries 
into three categories: those that have t&ken the noncapitalist path 
as in-the case of China and'cuba; those ,that remain headed by a re- 
actionary bourgeoisie that is profeudal and pro-imperialist; and a 
supposedly intermediate grouping. 
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The second category is said to be following the reactionary 
"Japanese Pattern.." This consists of utilizing the public sector of ': 
the economy, underguidance of the government,,to pioneer for pri- 
vate,monopoly capital in fields beyond the current capacity of pri- 
vate-enterprise.,.. 

The third category is called the "Indian Pattern." In this 
the public sector is alleged to take priority over the private sec- 
tor and to be growing at a faster r,ate. The "Indian Pattern" there- 
fore opens, according to this school of thought, the possibility for 
a peaceful transition from a Capitalist to a socialist economy. 

In view of the importance of the' Indian experience in testing, 
this theory, Dr. Desai proposes to examine the reality of Indian 
economic developments, p articularly the re,lationship between the 
public. and private sectors. The series..thus, promises to bring a 
genuine contribution to this important subj:ect. 

Other articles in No. 1, Volume 1, of Marxist Outlook include 
"Cruelties Equalling Those of Hitler" by Bertrand R%Gr-X Homage 
to Lenin" by C.G.Shah, "Situation in Ceylon" by Edmund Samarakkody, 
"Textile Strike and Tarapore Firing" by M.D.Parija;.and the Social- 
ist Workers party declaration on the war between India and Pakistan. 

The Indian Trotskyists are to be congratulated for initiating 
this important venture, particularly in view of the extreme financial 
difficulties which.they face as part.of the abysmally low-paid Indian 
working class. ., ,_ 

A single copy of the new Indian magazine'can be obtained by 
sending forty cents to Marxist Outlook, 414 Cleveland ,Road, Worli, 
Bombay 18, India. 

A one year's subscription is $4.50'in.the UiS. and Canada, 
5?X/lOs in Great Britain. 

APPEAL OF WOMEN HOSTAGES HELD BY BELAUNDE GOVERNMENT 

> 

[The folio wing is the text of a letter'smuggled out of the 
Chorrillos prison in Lima by seven women held without charges by 
the Belaljnde Terry regime as hostages. The seven women are wives of 
guerrilla leaders fighting in Peru. An eighth hostage, the wife of 
Luis de la Puente Uceda, killed October 23$. 1965, was unable to sign 
her name. On a hunger strike for a month, she was taken to a police 
hospital. The letter',: dated February 11, 1966, has been translated 
by World Outlook.] 

* * * 

Only by respecting conscience and recognizing Human Rights 
will we continue to make progress and reestablish the.'values 'and 
ethical principles tha't are the pillars of a civilization fre,e from 
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abusiveoppression and a protector of inalienable rights. 

,Por some months in our c$ntryY, 
end'angered "democracy," 

under pretext of defending an 
excessively repressive measures have halted' 

the historic process and taken us back toward the darkest period of 
the Middle Ages. 

Abuses .without limit have aroused human feelings and boundless 
indignation in everyone who has a. conscience, 

For a month the news of the disappearance, the capture and 
th.en the death of Guillermo Lobaton, head of the guerrilla forces of 
Tfipac Amaru in Centro, has been handled in the most scandalous way 
by the Lima and provincial- press without the Joint Command of the 
Armed Forces issuing an official statement publicly confirming or. 
denying the reports. Variousappeals, letters of protest from his 
family, various demonstrations within government spheres themselves 
have sought clarification concerning the situation of the group in 
Centro and their leader* 

., Genuine confusion, a sharp opposition, an attitude of rebel- 
lion, made the army hold to its obstinate silence still more un- 
reasonably. But the problem has much greater scope and we feel the 
darkestpremonitions.. What is the truth about MQximo Velando? The 
hypothesis of suicide makes.us.angry and we protest against the 
secret disappearance of men -- vile murders. Is Guillermo Lobaton 
dead? Was Guillermo Lobaton captured3 The case of Maxim0 Velando 
alone arouses all kinds of suspicions, all the more so.when the 
equivocation continues, fostered and inspired by the military author- 
ities who hide behind a curtain of silence. 

It is also an abuse to hold in prison for seven (7) months, 
women who have children, as, hostage,s! It is a crime against indi- 
viduals in secret -- genocide', excesses that demand our most cate- 
goric opposition. 

(I) In face of the silence of the Army in regard to the dis- 
appearances, the captures, in fac.e of the deaths of the guerrilla 
fighters in the Centro guerrilla-area, we demand an immediate deni- 
al or official and public confirmation of the death of Guillermo 
Lobat6n and the other comrades.. ~ ; 

(2) In face of the cynicism'o'f. the Army in asking the wife of 
l%ximo Velando -- Carmen Cast&n de Velando -- to present a death 
certificate for her husband in response to her request for his mortal 
remains and personal belongings -- the request was made more than a 
month ago -- we demand that they stop. making a mockery of sacred'. 
rights promulgated and defended by the Declaration of the Assembly 
of the United Nations. We ask for the truth. If Maxima Velando is 
dead, let them issue a communique confirming the accuracy of the 
news with detailed information about the circumstances. 

(3) In face of the detention of seven (7)'women ccmrades con- 
fined as ,hostages for seven (7) months, we demand: . . 
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(a) That they state,the legal reasons for denying usprovi- 
sional freedom. 

"(b) That they present the proofs of their accusation. .' 

(c) That they stop :paralyzing the proceedings ,and stop putting 
obstacles in the way of our legal repres_entatives who up to now have 
not been permitted to read the charges. 

(d) That theyat once begin and speed the trial of each one. 
of the defendants. 

We address the Joint Command of the Armed Forces, the General 
Headquarters of the Army, the competent Authorities, the .Student 
Organizat.ions, and Trade Unions, everyone wit&a conscience and Pub- 
lic Opinion, We lodge our energetic and just protest, in view of the 
fact that proceedings that destroy a human being go against.the ele- 
mentary principles- of the Rights of Man. 

To support our protest, we declare a HUNGER STRIKE to begin 
at midnight Sunday February 13, 1966. -\, 

Those on STRIKE: 

CARMEN CASTAN_DE'VELANDO 
NELLY ARIAS-ESCALANTE 

.. MERCEDES MORALES DE FERNANDEZ 

JACQUELINE ELUAU DE LOBATON 
GUILLERMINA VIDAL REYES 

The family of.Guillermo Lobaton 

CARMEN.GALVEZ DE GADEA 

[Guillermo Lobaton's family is conducting a hunger strike in 
a 'classroom of the Faculty of Law at the University of San Marcos 
in Lima.1 

PLATFORM OF THE BOLIVIAN DEMOCRATIC COUNCIL OF THE.PEOPLE .__-_-- -_-- 
r. ,' 

[The following is the full text of the platform -of the Demo- 
cratic Council of the People (CODEP -- Consejo Democratico de1 
Pueblo). Dated December 31, 1965, it was published in.La Paz Janu- ’ 

ary 24, 1966. The organizations composing: the CODEP include the 
Parti~d:o.~R&volucionario de Izquierda Nacionalista, adissident wing 
of th@~Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario, the pro-Peking Boliv- 
ian Communist party and the Bolivian Trotskyist movement. The trans- 
lation is by World Outlook; the subheadings are in the original text.] 

* * * 

The Democratic Council of the People is an instrument of the 
workers, intellectuals and pooular sectors of the whole country, 
organized to coordinate and strengthen the struggle against the $li- 
tary oppression and with the objective of winning full,exerc,ise 
democracy on the basis of respect for human dignity and to gain 
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national liberation from the'imperialist yoke; 

The majority of the nation, whose popular will has been 
silenced by the most brutal repression experienced up to now, are 
struggling intransigently for common and vital objectives that trans- 
cend the bounds of partisan interests and are being concretized in 
the energetic revolutionary thrust of the,workers and the heroic re- 
sistance of the whole Bolivian people against the fascist measures 
employed to maintain in power open enemies of the country, of the 
working class, of freedom, dignity and social justice. 

Against the Military Dictatorship, For Democracy 

The Military Junta of the government is the political expres- 
sion of the system of fascist oppression applied in an underdeveloped 
country like ours and its missi-on is to destroy the popular.and,demo- 
cratic gains, restore the privrileges of the oligarchy and turn over.. 
the national wealth to international finance capitalism. 

The fascist generals have stamped Bolivian politics with the 
seal of extreme barbarism so that _no one can criticize, still less. 
try to rectify, errors that are injuring the country. The military 
dictatorship is expressed objectively in the content of the so- 
called "Law of State Security" ["Ley de Seguridad de1 Estado"]; in 
the'rabid persecution of opponents and workers; in the existence of 
concentrationcamps; in tb.e permanent and truceless state of siege; 
in the physical destruction of the trade unions; in political as- 
sassination as a method of rules; in the lack of freedom of speech 
for the revolutionary opposition and the trade-union movement; in 
the series of antilabor measllres and the abrogation of such con- 
quests of the proletariat- as trade-tinTon legislation, workers con- 
trol, the right to organize 'anions and to hold democratic trade-union 
elections; finally, in the periodic massacres (May and September), 
and in the military occupation of the mining centers on top of inter- 
vention by the state in the headquarters of the trade unions. 

The military government serves as the. transmission belt for 
the imperialist interests, obeying the dictates of the North Amer- 
ican Pentagon. This ,obsequious breachin, p of our national dignity is 
expressed in a foreign policy lacking the most elementary sense of 
national sovereignty; in the sacking of the national wealth by,the 
imperialist monopolies; -in the systematic ,liquidation .of all p.arti- 
cipation by the state an.d the Bolivian Gorkers in the nationalized 
industries or industries 'of state origin; in tha.official incapacity 
to protect and defend national industry from.the colonial policy 
'applied by the United States of North America,i.n,questions of imports 
and alleged "aid" and the lack of solidarity with the oppressed 
peoples -- displaying instead an unspeakable cynicism in identifying 
themselves with the aggressive and interventionist policy of the 
United States. 

A$‘ai_nst this antinational and antilabor policy, we stand .for 
an intransigent struggle to the end for the establishment of a demo- ’ 

cratic, natiotialist and popular government, of the Bolivians and for 
the Bolivians, that obeys no dictates except those emanating from 
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the popular will on the basis of the:full exercise, of national sover- 
eignty, 

,In the same way, we,defend the revolutionary imporytance of 
the"proletariat as the vanguard in the process. of,necessary trans- 
formations in the‘ national structure, reso1ve.d that its. specific 
weightin the economy of the country should similarly be expressed.1 
in national,politic's. ,... .’ 

‘. ( We.:demand 'respect for the middle class's desire for political 
self-determination., without compelling it to suffer the humiliations, 
aimed at,'instilling~servility, which are inflicted by those who, for. 
the moment, hold- state.@ower. 

” : : .It, follows.Erom this that in the present circumstances any 
election held in accordance with the rules of the current .Blectoral 
Statutescan be-nothing but a,farce and a fraud aimed at perpetuating 
the~military dictatorship.' The imposition of ,official candidates sup- 
ported‘by 'the bayonkts and.dollars of imperialism,- signifies"nothing 
less than a defeat for the p"eople and a new frustration of .their 
aspirations. The popular forces cannot lend themselves to this game 
of the counterrevolutionary dictatorship and they .are denouncing 
before the people the big electoral masquerade being prepared behind 
their backs. 

'We“demand, as a patriotic and nationalist right, the Bolivian- 
ization of the Armed Forces of the Nation, emancipating them from the 
subjection exercised by the foreign oppressors, and identifying them 
with the aspirations of the Bolivian people for national liberation:. 
Consequently, our unyielding‘struggle is against the fascist camaril- 
las or lodges which utilize the Bolivian uniform only to bring shame 
on it or to stain it with the blood of the Bolivian proletariat. The 
people must unite to help the soldiers,, rated men and young officers 
emancipate themselves from the unjust oppression which the agents of 
the Pentagon impose upon their minds and feelings as Bolivians. 

There can be no democracy for the Bolivians until. we emanci- 
pate Bolivia from foreign tutelage. We do not believe inthe salva- 
tion of the country through the help of foreign exploiters. Exper- 
ience itself has taught us that all that is gained through alliances 
with imperialism is the undermining and suffocation of movements for 
national liberation. Thus we advocate a national policy that main- 
tains,d$gnity and sovereignty. We jealously,defend the right of the 
peoples:to self-determination, struggling against any intervention 
by a state or international body in the internal affairs of another 
state. Colonialism:must be swept from the face of the earth,and 
particularly'from our Latin~America. We'reject the imperialist pas,- 
ture that threatens milit8r.y. intervention and we are sure that if. 
it is attembted,, our people .willdefeat them, as did the glorious 
guerrilla fighters of our -forefathers in the struggle for Indepen- 
dence, "who: taught us how to-twin the: right to our own Country and 
Liberty. :, :: 

.._ I 

; i ,: 
‘, 
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.Against Fascism, For Social Justice .’ 

We must conquer, in an all-out struggle in behalf of all, 
especially the workers, the right to live free from all fear of re- 
pression andhunger. IJo- only must our daily bread be guaranteed to 
every Bo-livian,. but also the, civic and- cultural expression of every 
civilized people: the right to participate actively in politics;_to 
organize in unions; to think and to disseminate ideas without hi+ 
drance; to use the communication media without indirect obstacles or 
imcositions of a police nature. The shutting down of workers broad- 
casting stations and the repress.ion of popularnewspapers by the 
ruling group are not only a scandal but testify to its class char- 
acter. Only the rich, both the new ones and the old ones., enjoy 
rights and privileges under the military boot. Women of the vanguard 
and courageous proletarianfighters and revolutionary intellectuals, 
through daily sacrifice and their example of intransigent struggle, 
are wrenching concessions from the dictatorship, A stop to the in- 
--human-hunt for trade unionists and revolutionists, respect for human 
beings and human dignity, observance of constitutional guarantees 
and a return to'rule by law are ,not obtained by pleas or as gifts. i 
They are won in combat and they.are obtained through popular-pres-. 
sure and revolutionary action; > 

We are fighting so that all Bolivians will have WCRK-, BREAD 
AND A HOME that are guaranteed and inviolable at all times and on 

~ all occasions. These must not be gracious concessions of officialdom 
as a barefaced method for bribing social and-political circles col- 
let-tively and automatically converting them into privileged layers. 
These 'are elementary rights of every citizen in any modern state. 
We demand the redistribution of the.national income and adequate 
planning of the economy in order to effectively combat growing un- 
employment and'its concomitant misery among the people. The wages 
and social benefits of the mine workers, as of May 1965, must be 
restored without postponements orsubterfuges and on this base a. 
just remuneration must be granted that will enable them to live in 
human conditions, working only the eight-hour day established in 
theory by the, General Labor Law [Ley General de Trabajol. The mining 
contracts with the COMIBOL [Corporation Minera de Bolivia.1 enter- 
prises must be readjusted and the mining cooperatives guaranteed 
normal productive work without blacklists or massacres. 

The mining centers must stop being converted into concentra- 
tion camps forforced labor. It is not possible to even conc'eive the 
rehabilitation of the nationalized mines through the criminal methods 
of militaristic fascism. The lead from the'rifles fired at the backs 
of the mine workers will never increase the quantity and, quality of 
the 'tin extracted from the mines. Only respect for the popular will 
of ‘the trade-union ranks, expressed through workers democracy, can 
establish the social pillars for genuine economic rehabilitation Of 
nationalized industry, The s&ne.'goes for any other kind of industry 
or work where at present even'the, old'social laws are no longer up- 
held. The grocery stores have been converted into samples of the 
past and certain streets and plazas into open carnivals of social 
distraction. The prices of basic necessities have gone sky-high -- 
those responsible for this disaster are in the Government Palace. 



Housewives, who are the most exploited of the exploited, carry the 
heaviest'burden of all these socialinjustices, which does not pre-’ ” 
vent them, none,the.less;' from' going out into. -@he streets to struggle 
heroically and in vasiou's~:wags for civilI:b~~,ertiesi,a~d-,bett,eS living' 
standards for the.' Bol~iv~an’. people ; The- p,ublir, ,:&e.alth- s~eirvi..c~$s have,' 

._, ,, 

been abandoned-,.not to- tie&ion the. Se:rv_io@:s .,a.n@;:,l~o'ans~. of. the,', flat‘i.onal, 
Chest of So~ciQJ_ -Security:- [Ca-ja Nacion,@~?:de;- Seguri'dad. Soc:ial$..,'- Be7 
sides, if yes'&rday: we: denie&:.:b.&ingl, a: :?'s$c~k:- pe,oplel,:!!_ +@mil~ly'$oday 
we willnot ~tolerate~.be-ing- an e:ns.lav;e_@- people .: ~?~ci.+.l~ “j:iGtice ~~11. 
be impos%d through the3ron revolutionary wiU,,,of the to:iIing masses. . . 

- ,. 

Against the Restoration, For National Liberation - 
i 

. 

We Bolivians are mojving .toward.p,onfronting thi@.nevitable 
reality. It is nece'ssary to,:; takei ;a_ e@and:; either with. t&e revolution 
and for national liberatio,n, or .wi&h-_-f.asc~ism and the, c:oun,terrevolu- 
tion in the service of imper.ial$.~sm.: ..(i-. ,I‘-., -..-j > r,.,,-. .,: 

: '. 
The political.forces comb&& in tne.EMOCRATIC ~&UNC,IL OF 

THE PEOPLE stand.in the 'contempora_ry struggle on the side of the 
march of progress, of .the revolution,.and.the people. The people have 
nothing to lose with national liberation, rather they have,much to 
gain: liberty, democracy and social justice. 

'The CODEP intransigently defends,the conquests gained up ,to ., 
now in all the fields of,:revolutionary life_. The nationalization of 
the mines must be extended, --overcoming.the e-rrors and limitations 
of the past. The Bolivian people-.will not ,tdlerate the crime of mort- 
gaging their wealth to the foreign monopolies,-as they are trying 
to do now with the mine dumps;:tailings and ore leads; with .the oil 
and gas; with the iron and,tin. p\To form,of association with,the im-- 
perialist oppressor must be -the norm,._of.c.onduct. ..Cutt!-ng down $he 
COMIBBOI; bureaucracy, diversifying the,,m,ining.industry, installing 
smelters under control of the,-Bolivians;.defending the Nining,'Bank 
[Banco Minero] as the entity in charge of fostering private mining 
to commercialize minerals in this sector; cooperating with and fully 
backing the mining cooperatives on the basis of their administrative 
autonomy -- these constitute the main general lines which we propose 
in this respect to the people as the solution of the mining problem. 
Strengthening of the YPr"B [Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales Boli- 
vianos -- the Bolivian state oil company] and revision of the 
Petroleum Code and substitution of all the give-away legislation by 
a law based on the monopoly of production and trade in hydrocarbons 
by the state, rounds out the position of the Democratic Council of 
the People on the subject of exploiting extractive raw materials. 

The agrarian question, once all vestiges of the big landlords 
and political bosses are liquidated, as part of the struggle for 
national liberation, must be oriented toward the economic and social 
development of the Bolivian people, especially the rural sectors: 
It will be necessary to create agro-economic units managed techni- 
cally on the basic orientation of building cooperatives in produc- 
tion, trade and collective labor. The planning of rural development 
must aim at an integral form and with a strictly national criterion; 
this means taking advantage of the rich experience going back thous- 
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ands of years among our indigenous communities as pilot nuclei for 
communal or collectivist development. The rise in the technical level 
will be gradual and adjusted to our incipient development and the 
overabundance of peasant labor. The countryside must be converted 
into a market for national industry before it becomes a. consumer of 
commodities of imperialist origin. The protection of industry for 
the 'transformation and its interlocking with the production of 
national raw materials is intimately linked to a consistent and vic- 
torious struggle against imperialism. Consequently it is necessary 
to also aim simultaneously at establishing diplomatic and commerci- 
al relations with all countries in the world, without any discrimin- 
ation. 

On the plane of education and the defense of culture, it will 
be necessary to project this nationalist, democratic, popular and 
revolutionary political line, overcoming all the concessions and 
rightist errors smuggled into the Educational Reform [Reforma Educa- 
tiva] and ,which are blocking the integral development of education. 
Along these lines, the CODEP advocates a single national, democratic 
and scientific school. The liquidation of illiteracy, as well as the 
full enforcement and extension of university autonomy, completes our 
view on education. 

The unity of the Bolivian people is a basic condition for 
achieving these objectives. The CODEP call-s on ali the democratic 
and progressive parties, the organizations of the workers, peasants, 

professions, teachers, students, women, and the revolutionary and 
patriotic soldiers, rated men and officers to back this imperative 
struggle and to join its ranks in fighting the ruling despotism that 
has brough-t misery to the workers, until the dictatorship that 
trampled c:i.vil liberties under foot and stained democracy with blood 
is defeated. We exhort all genuine patriots to oppose all foreign 
intervention in our national problems and to struggle energetically 
for the“defensc of our national sovereignty. 


